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Make a splash into property
with us this summer!
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SEE SEA SIM

BAMBOO ROOFTOP

Seafood and Shellﬁsh Restaurant

Asian, Fusion and Sushi

T: 00 351 913 018 517

seeseasim_algarve

00 351 289 707 458

bamboorooftop_olhao

THE TWO BEST NEW VIEWS IN OLHÃO
F R O M T H E A L A M B I Q U E A N D B A M B O O F A M I LY
Both open 13:00h - 02.00h daily. See Sea Sim - Closed Monday. Bamboo - Closed Tuesday
Rooftop Level, Marina Ria Centre . Avenida 5 de Outubro . 8700-304 Olhão
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Does it just seem like the longest summer ever, or is it actually? The
heat, they say, will continue through this month, and well into the next,
so autumn could be off the calendar this year. But outdoor living is part
of the real appeal of the Algarve – one of the factors that many claim
influenced their decision to move here – so cool-weather wardrobes
can stay packed away for a good while yet and days on the beach can
continue. And that all leads to a prolonged holiday period which will allow
local restaurants, small businesses and even hotels to continue catching
up on two years of poor trading that resulted from the pandemic.
It is great to talk to business owners now who report that the summer
season has been manic, to estate agents who say they have been dealing
like never before, to restaurants who are working round the clock to keep
their clients well fed and happy. Yes, it’s like the good old days, and so
much more appreciated. So, let the summer go on as long as it wants – we
need to bring in the business in order to cope with the rising cost of living.
By the time this issue is out, the him-or-her conversation about the new
resident of No 10 will be hitting every headline. How the new PM will deal
with soaring inflation is yet to be seen.
But we’re not here to talk politics, we’re here to share passion, for our
land and our lives in the Algarve. In this issue we have gathered more
information on events to enjoy, places of special interest, people who are
making their mark by making a difference. Every day we discover more –
that’s what passion is all about.
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Welcome

The finest art in the Algarve. Tavira d’artes Art Gallery

www.taviradartes.com
Visit us: Travessa Jacques Pessoa 8,Tavira, 8800-374, Algarve
Call us: 962 012 111 Email us: taviradartes@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/taviradartes

www.instagram.com/tavira.dartes

NEWS
PLUS

COVER UP

Get on your own
platform and think
tall. Square-toe block
heel shoe in fabric
with leather insoles
and buckled ankle
straps. Style 12225010,
also in toffee and
mid blue. From Zara,
€59.95, available
in store and online.
F R O N T COV E R :
Say cheese, and you'll be spoilt for
choice. Check out the Portuguese
specialities – See page 52

IF YOU HAVE ANYTHING YOU WOULD LIKE TO SHARE EMAIL susi@rogol-goodkind.com
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Poncho in 100% wool,
produced in Serra da
Estrela, Portugal by our
favourite Burel Factory.
130cm wide x 90cm long.
€165 burelfactory.com

THE TIME IS RIGHT
Called Antique, and faithful
to the style, this handsome
wooden wall clock is 57cm
high x 37cm wide. From
Simple Taste, which has
shops in Almancil and
Albufeira, and also a great
online store. €185
Simpletaste.pt

KNOCK ON WOOD
From Alamaya’s new collection, a mango wood damchyia, or wedding
box, which once stored a bride’s dowry. 94cmW x 105cmH x 56cmD,
€1,200. View by appointment at the enchanting São Brás showroom,
and discover those pieces you simply have to have. 964 495 021 /
alamaya.deco@gmal.com

wish
list

PRETTY AS A
PICTURE
Handmade earrings with
a special charm, made by
designer Silvia Rodrigues
of Sigues, whose work
can be found at Colectivo
28 in Loulé. Look out for
her co-artists, eco-print
designer Manoli Ortiz de
la Torre, Ceramicist José
Machado Pires, and Poeta
Azul – they share this small
gallery by the side of the
market that is filled with
creative treats.
facebook.com/lojacolectivo28

ON THE TREADMILL
For those who yearn for moments of escape in the
oldest demarcated wine region in the world, feeling
part of that unique ecosystem, a vintage experience
in the Douro is a must. During two weekends in
September, Churchill's welcomes its guests to the
annual harvest at its emblematic Quinta da Gricha.
The occasion includes a day of harvesting, treading
the grapes and tasting its award-winning Port and
Douro wines, contemplating a breathtaking view. Find
out more at drinkchurchills.com/verify/?next=/pt/
visitar/quinta-da-gricha/experiencias/

FAMILY FUN: Delightful group in gleaming bronze resin, 36cmW x 33cmH. One
of a collection that includes dancers, at Corte Real Gallery in Paderne. POA.
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Aloegarve is an organic cosmetics
company based in the Algarve,
established in 2021 with the goal of
promoting organic and sustainable
Aloe Vera farming in the region. So
far in 2022, the company has opened
eight stores and has initiated 100%
Organic Aloe Vera farming with
more than five acres of Aloe Vera
fields near Porches, alongside the
N125. The products are 100% vegan,
cruelty-free, palm oil free, made from
natural ingredients and produced
with locally grown Aloe Vera.
282 317 096 / info@aloegarve.com
/ aloegarve.com

TAKE A SEAT
Ginga is the swaying movement of Brazilian martial
art, capoeira, characterised by a flowing movement
from one side to the other, and that is what the
ginga natural oak armchair by Portugeuese house
Duistt conveys. The design is defined by its freeflowing, rhythmic and graceful style, and its strong
and curvy oak structure with an open natural wood
grain. Built to order by hand; custom sizes and
material choices available. Allow a lead time of
eight to ten weeks. It is well worth the wait. POA.
duistt.com

IF YOU HAVE ANYTHING YOU WOULD LIKE TO SHARE EMAIL susi@rogol-goodkind.com
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Every year, the famous
Sardinha by Bordallo
Pinheiro collection, first
introduced more than a
century ago by Raphael
Bordallo Pinheiro, is
reinterpreted by artists and
personalities of the day
who give their personal
stamp – with creativity
and some irreverence
– to the latest line up.
The 2022 newcomers
carry the handwriting of
Portuguese, Spanish and
Brazilian names, including
Duvivier, José Aurélio,
Sónia Travassos and Raquel
Krugel. All sardines are
available at the Vista Alegre
and Bordallo Pinheiro
stores and online.
Sardines in the main
collection are €19.90 each,
and there is a limited
edition of 176 signed and
numbered sardines at
€199 each. Catch one at
pt.bordallopinheiro.com

ALGARVE P L U S
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SIGNATURE
SARDINES

BRAVING
the DANGERS
EVERY SUMMER THE COUNTRY BR ACES ITSELF FOR
A N O T H E R E X P L O S I O N O F D E A D LY F I R E S , A N D W H I L E
THERE ARE NEW PL ANS IN PL ACE TO KEEP THE L AND
C L E A N A N D C L E A R O F E X C E S S ‘ F U E L’ , T H E P R I N C I P A L
LINE OF DEFENCE COMES IN THE SHAPE OF THE
FIRE-FIGHTERS, OS BOMBEIROS DE PORTUGAL

Wo rd s:

BRIAN REDMOND

PROTECTING US
PLUS

The first fire service to be inaugurated in the country was in
Lisbon as far back as 1395 by D. João I who issued a charter

11

Fire fighting across the centuries

stating, “…in case if a fire breaks out, which God did not want,
that all the carpenters and caulkers come to that place, each
one with his axe, to cut the said fire. To the said fire, they should
each bring their pitcher or pot to bring water to put out the said
fire”.
It was very rudimentary, and as time passed slowly there came
some improvements so that by 1678 D. Afonso VI ordered the
construction of three warehouses in strategic parts of the city to
be manned by masons, carpenters and other tradesmen enlisted
to attend accidents – fire or otherwise – and to be subject to a
prison sentence for any fire they did not visit.
It was around this time that a consignment of fire-fighting
equipment came from Holland in the shape of 50 leather buckets
and, more importantly, two heavy duty pumps or ‘bombas’.
In 1722, the Companhia do Fogo or Companhia da
Bomba was formed in Porto and consisted of “one
hundred ‘practical’ men capable of handling pumps,
axes and scythes”.
The term Bombeiro came into being in Lisbon in 1734 with
the arrival of four more pumps that were installed strategically
around the city. But Lisbon’s destiny took a devastating turn on

l

forested area in the municipality of Pedrógão
Grande in the district of Leiria, central
Portugal. On the same day, another fire
began in the municipality of Góis, in the
neighbouring district of Coimbra. By the 20th
both fires met, creating an immense blaze
along a 60km front. By the time the two fires had
been declared ‘extinct’, an area four times the size of Lisbon had
been destroyed but, more tragically, 66 people had been killed
and 253 injured. Most of the victims died in cars trying to escape
from the inferno. It was the biggest forest fire ever in Portugal
and the deadliest in its history. Some fires are caused through
spontaneous combustion, some accidentally, but many through
arson; the official explanation for the ignition of this apocalyptic
fire was given as an electrical fault on a pole that arced onto a
nearby tree.

ALGARVE P L U S
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Sum in porroviducil molorro et,
tectate perit prem escil et repere
velendigent inus, et ut odisimp
oremolu ptaquia di num, nobis
aut laborehene nis es unt eos
sus eos accaecte arum explique
nis aut

Some like to call them
heroes but that word has
become so bland and diluted
recently it doesn’t fit these
exceptional, brave, selfless,
generous, kind people.

1 November 1755 when the great earthquake hit the city. By that
evening, much of the town was in ruins or in flames. Corps of men
were set up to provide civil protection. These included the firefighters, who were now also tasked with removing the dead from
the city, loading them onto barges to be buried far out to sea to
prevent the spread of disease.

The volunteers and sapadores
The city was rapidly redesigned and rebuilt, and by the middle
of the 19th century the Companhia de Voluntários Bombeiros
de Lisboa had been formed by one Guilherme Cossoul. Cossoul
came from a noted musical family. An acclaimed composer of 37
musical pieces, he was also a virtuoso of the cello. He identified
a need for a fire service in the city, and his passion for a robust
civil protection cadre in Lisbon that would include a fire servisse
was fomented during discussions in his home in Rossio, using the
Parisian fire service as a template.
Despite the reluctance of some, he won his detractors over,
and on 18 October 1868 the Volunteers came into being; they
would change their name to Associação de Bombeiros Voluntários
in 1880. Today there are close to 43,000 volunteer fire-fighters
and approximately 6,500 full time members or ‘sapadores’ in
Portugal’s fire service and, while each has the same dedication,
the volunteer is limited to the time he or she can offer to the job.
A few years ago women made up 5% of the combined force; today
that figure stands at 22% with 6,704 on the roll.
To the general public, the biggest difference they can see
between Bombeiros Voluntários and the Sapadores is, of course,

13
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the pay. Portugal is a country with low pay levels all around. In the
public sector that includes teachers, police and GNR, a Sapador
can only expect to earn the same as these other groups on the
same pay scale. Entry level pay in the service is €960.98 gross per
month, not a lot for dangerous work, and €€3,778.97 for a regiment
or battalion commander.
Volunteers, on the other hand, receive ‘compensation’ for their
time. The current rate in the summer is €2.50 per hour, which
amounts to about €20 per shift. So it is obvious that there is more
to being a fire-fighter, voluntary or otherwise, than the potential
for financial gain, and that is a sense of pride and the fact that
their work benefits the community.
A volunteer’s roster normally includes a number of days per
month dedicated to the health service; there are also call outs to
road accidents, medical assists, and of course for three or four
months in the summer, wild fires.

The community involvement
The public who the service protects also plays a vital part in
supporting the brigades around the country by organising fundraising activities. Each municipality funds its own fire service in
terms of equipment, protective clothing, vehicles and utilities,
but it is often not enough, and only through the generous help
of external groups and supporters can each station continue to
function properly. There is a group called Associação dos Amigos
dos Bombeiros Voluntários that provides information from all
the ‘Amigos’ groups around the country that exist to help the
Bombeiros. They have a website and a Facebook page, too.

Another helpful resource for keeping up to date on the progress
of wildfire incidents is an App called Fogos.pt. It is very useful if
you are planning a trip by road through zones at risk of summer
fires. The Algarve-based group, Alerta, provides great support
to fire stations across the region, and produces a regularly
updated Facebook page full of information on fund raising,
news and good advice.
The work of the fire-fighter has evolved over many years, so
much so that because of building regulations, early warning
alarms and fire suppression systems, urban and city fires are
not as destructive as they once were. On 25 August 1988, a gas
canister exploded in one of Europe’s oldest department stores,
Armazéns Grandella in the Chiado district of Lisbon. Fire quickly
spread and unfortunately the Bombeiros were severely hampered
in their work by concrete street furniture that made access to the
blaze practically impossible. Added to their woes was the fact that
the water pressure in the area was useless.
By the time the blaze was extinguished 18 historical buildings
had been destroyed within an area of 36,000m² that was reduced
to rubble. The fire-fighters remained at the scene for two
months after the fire, their job was to remove the rubble prior to
reconstruction.
And so it goes to show that the work of a Bombeiro is multi
faceted; they can be called upon to perform any civil task because
it is in the make up of these people.
Some like to call them heroes but that word has become so
bland and diluted recently that it doesn’t fit these exceptional,
brave, selfless, generous, kind people.

ALGARVE P L U S

Opposite page, top: fire-fighter plane in
Gerês International Park, August 2017;
below: the 1988 fire in Lisbon's Chiado .
This page: helicopter carrying water to help
extinguish a raging forest fire
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SECRET-ish SPOTS
I F YO U L I V E I N O R V I S I T T H E A LG A RV E O N A R E G U L A R B A S I S YO U
KNOW IT HAS SO M UCH MORE TO OFFER THAN SU N , SE A AND
S A N G R I A . W E F O U N D S O M E L E S S E R - K N O W N G E M S T H AT W I L L
DELIGHT RESIDENTS AND VISITORS ALIKE

Wo rd s:

This page, above
left: cocktail time
at My.Al.Mar;
right: Mötao.
Opposite page:
mouth-watering
tastes at Sora
Beach Club

S A N D R A G AT O

SORA BEACH CLUB

YAKUZA ALGARVE

One of the greatest pleasures of being next to the
ocean is the possibility of staying at the beach the
whole day. In the beautiful Praia da Falésia, in
Vilamoura, right in front of Domes Lake Algarve Hotel,
you find SORA Beach Club, an airy restaurant and
bar that is the perfect hideaway when the sun is too
strong or you’re just hungry or in need of a refreshing
cocktail. Don’t let the wood chairs and breesy
atmosphere fool you. The food served is chef’s (Vítor
Moreira) quality. The salads are delicious as well as
the seafood (the clams are a must) and fish dishes.
The vegetables are organic and some of the desserts
have Algarve’s oranges as the main ingredient. After a
meal here you’re ready for a couple more hours of sun
and waves.
Sora Beach Club
Praia da Rocha Baixinha, Vilamoura
Open:: Lunch, Monday to Sunday, 12:00–18:00
Dinner: Friday and Saturday, 18:00–21:00
T: 934 440194
E: info@sorabeach.com
W: sorabeachclub.com

Serving japanese food with Portuguese influences,
Yakuza is a concept created by Olivier da Costa, a
Portuguese restaurateur with many other success
cases under his belt. Yakuza is world class sushi
served in beautiful places – you just have to visit the
Lisbon, Cascais, Porto and (yes!) Paris restaurants to
confirm it. Yakuza Algarve is a summer limited edition
(please book fast!) and because of that it has a kind
of lightness that makes it very special. If the weather
allows, ask to be seated outside for a total alfresco
experience. Let the very professional staff guide you
but don’t leave without trying one of the refreshingly
good Sangrias, and a selection of gunkans and niguiris
(the toro with the fried quail egg is a must). The
desserts are all tempting but I have become a big fan
of the green tea fondant with sesame ice-cream.
Yakuza Algarve
Pine Cliffs Resort, Albufeira
Open: 19:00–23:00
T: 934 000 359
E: yakuza.algarve@olivier.pt
W: restaurantesyakuza.com/yakuza-algarve/

ALGARVE P L U S
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FIND THEM
PLUS

You may think you know it all and
have been to the best, but there
are always little gems that may not
have hit your radar... yet

MY.AL.MAR. TAPAS
BY THE SEA
‘Al’ refers to the arabic influence present in
all of the Algarve (and in the word Algarve
itself). ‘Mar’doesn’t need translation, does it?
‘My’ makes it yours. Hilton Vilamoura Resort’s
beach restaurant is the perfect place for
lunch. The wood walkways take you there
without a grain of sand on your feet (if that’s
what you want) but, at the same time, the
open structure of the restaurant makes you
feel right at the beach. The Sangria is a good
starter as well as the surprising (delicious)
spinach and pine nut vegan ‘croquetes’.
Continue with a fresh poke bowl or a
nourishing my.al.mar burger. The ideal holiday
lunch whether you’re holidaying or not.
My.Al.Mar
Praia da Falésia, Quarteira
Open: 10:00–18:00
T: 289 153 861
E: reservations.vilamoura@hilton.com
W: facebook.com/AL.MARtapasbythesea/
16

MIMO ALGARVE
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Is it a restaurant? Is it a cooking school? Is it
a gourmet shop? In fact, it is a gastronomic
multifunction spot. During the day it’s perfect
to surprise someone: you say you’re going just
for a coffee – it also is an expresso bar – but
in fact you (and your invited friends/family/
teammates) are going to learm how to cook
an incredible Cataplana, the ideal brunch, or
just learn how to make a simple lemonade.
There are real chefs teaching you and in the
end you all get to try the end result! A fun
and productive way of spending an evening,
I assure you! Before you leave you can buy
gourmet products, mainly from the Algarve,
including Pine Cliff’s own brand: Vale do
Freixo (olive oil, honey, jams) at MIMO’s shop.
But if you’re not in the mood for an apron, you

This page, top and
centre: Faro Story
Spot; right: Yakuza,
in Pine Cliffs,
Albufeira. Opposite
page, top: Fábrica
da Cerveja in Faro’s
old town; centre left:
Solar Alvura; right:
Mimo Algarve

can have some wine and tapas in the terrace
or book the Chef’s Table for a unique (and also
learning) experience.
Mimo
Pine Cliffs Resort, Albufeira
Open: Tuesday to Saturday, 09:00–22:30
T: 300 509 188
E: concierge.algarve@pinecliffs.com
W: pinecliffs.com/pt/mimo-algarve/

FÁBRICA DA CERVEJA
It’s a big, impossible to miss, yellow building,
in the centre of Faro, next to Ria Formosa. It
used to be Cerveja Portugália’s factory and it’s
being restored to become a creative hub – an
iconic city building that fortunately has the
chance of having a new life.
The project (an investment of around €13
million) will have different stages throughout
the next five years, which include the building
of new spaces dedicated to both work and fun:
music studio, co-work, multifunction rooms
for exhibitions/shows/talks and, of course, the
making of beer (not industrialised but craft
beer now).
At the moment, it has a kind of decandent
charming feel to it that is also quite interesting.
Check the calendar with Faro City Council –
there are some small concerts planned and
there’s a bar inside where you can stop for a
drink. Going there now gives you the chance
to be part of a work in progress project that is
giving back to ‘Farenses’ an incredible space
that already is part of their lives. A good
example of well-planned progress.
Fábrica da Cerveja
Rua do Castelo 10, Faro
T: Faro City Council: 289 870 870
E: geral@cm-faro.pt
W: cm-faro.pt

FIND THEM
PLUS

FARO STORY SPOT
Proving that the Algarve is forward-thinking
and adventurous is the new Faro Story Spot.
In the historic centre of the city, next to the
Sé Cathedral, there used to be a place called
Taberna da Pepa where fishermen gathered
for drinks and snacks after a day’s work.
That same house is now Faro Story Spot
which, as the name describes, is a cultural
little multi-media museum that explains
in a light, interactive and fun way the past
of the Algarve’s capital. Aimed at people
of all nationalities and ages, it has three
theme rooms – history, Ria Formosa and
Mediterranean diet (I loved this one, you can
have a digital lunch!).
After watching the exhibition you are
invited to taste some local products at the
terrace, and after that, you have access to an
app that guides you through Vila-a-dentro to
check the main historic and relevant spots in
the city. You can even play a game and win
small prizes. A fun day out with or without
children when both newcomers and residents
get to learn more about Faro and the Algarve
in general.
Faro Story Spot
Largo da Sé, nº 6, Faro
Open: Daily, 10:00–22:00
T: 289 015 333
E: info@farostoryspot.pt

MÖTAO DINING AND
NIGHTLIFE
Day or night, a stroll on the marina is a must
in Vilamoura. Yacht gazing, shops and all
types of restaurants in a very, yes, crowded
atmosphere. But at the far end of the marina
you have a quiet, not obvious place where
Mötao awaits you. For the full experience you
can ask for the Mötao water taxi to take you
from the pier in front of Hotel Tivoli Marina
and leave you right at the door (a two minute
ride, free if you have a reservation for the
restaurant). The big building has a colonial
feel with an Asia influence. Besides the view
of the marina and the boats coming and going,
the first thing you’ll notice are the Bali chairs
and lamps, and a lot of green to balance the
mood. Begin with a Mötao Sangria – Moët
& Chandon Champagne, coconut and lime
ice-cream. Then try the sushi menu or a
mix of asian cuisines, or a delicious mature
tomahawk. For dessert, there’s Coconut on the
Beach or Stykie Rice. To ‘kill’ all the calories go
downstairs and dance the night away.
Mötao
Marina de Vilamoura
Open: Daily, 19:00–23:30
T: 969 649 749
E: motaovilamoura@fullest.pt
W: facebook.com/motao.
vilamoura/?ref=page_internal

SOLAR ALVURA
A unique concept. A hotel where you go with
one thing in mind: to take care of your health.
It’s called Solar Alvura and it just opened in
July, in Moncarapacho. Born of the vision of
a Finnish doctor, Eva Orsmond, who lived
in Ireland for more than 20 years where
she has two clinics, it offers three different
‘no-nonsense approach’ nutritional plans for
weight loss (slow or fast) or maintenance. It
also has a focus on controlling (and reversing)
type2 diabetes.
Depending on the programme, you’ll have to
check-in for three or seven days, during which
time you’ll follow a made-to-measure diet with
exercise and wellness therapies included.
“Each plan was created to get real results
but without radical restrictions,” says Dr
Eva. Expect chef quality food and a beautiful
property in a location where you can relax and
go for long walks.
This is the ideal getaway to shed some
post-holiday kilos before going back to work,
or to relax with a couple of friends in an allinclusive hotel – everything except for alcohol,
of course, but the mocktails are great! Plan
ahead – there are just 21 rooms.
Solar Alvura
Pés do Cerro, Moncarapacho
T: 925 009 405
E: info@solaralvura.com

CôrTE-rEal GallEry
Simply ThE bEST in ThE alGarvE
Corte real gallery is the
place that fuels creativity,
ignites minds
and provides inspiration.
The very best place in the
Algarve to find
contemporary
and decorative art,
fine ceramics and
so much more.

Call us:
961 528 679 | 912 737 762
Follow these signs from
paderne or boliqueime
Gallery Open:
Thursday, Friday, Saturday, Sunday
11h - 17h
Email us: algarvegallery@gmail.com
www.corterealarte.com

Valued vinyl
L O O K I N G F O R A N E A R LY B O W I E , O R A L AT E B E AT L E S ? W A N T T O A D D
TO YO U R C O L L EC T I O N , O R G E T YO U R OW N O N TO S O M EO N E E L S E ’ S
S H E LV E S ? V I N TA G E S P E C I A L I S T S B R I A N J U T S U M A N D B O Z B O O R E R ,
A K A T H E M U S I C M E N , A R E W H O YO U N E E D TO K N OW

Wo rd s :

SUSI ROGOL-GOODKIND

B

P h ot og ra phy:

GA R R E T T WA L S H

EFORE WE talk music, let’s talk about the two guys who have

spent decades in the industry and today hold a vast collection
of vinyl, some dating back to the early 50s, and many the
albums that launched star-studded, international careers.
Packed in their ‘studio’ – okay, shop – in the unlikely location
of the commercial centre in the Avenida in Loulé are more than
8,000 LPs in their original sleeves, many hundreds of 45s, and
Wotherdparaphernalia
s: B R I A N associated
R E D M Owith
N D the music business, from
all
posters to T-shirts to signage to event memorabilia. The gleaming 50s juke box
sits here proudly, blasting out top pops from the teenage years.
Music man Brian Jutsum, a big name in the DJ-ing arena, has been a fanatical
record collector since 1970 – he bought a 45 of Needles and Pins by the
Searchers in the 1960s, and was hooked.

ALGARVE P L U S
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Our youngest customer was
ten. He came in to buy a
Muddy Waters LP. We get a
lot of people who have just
bought their first record
player, and yes, we do have
our vinylholics who come
virtually every week.

In 1979, in the cellar of the Sandpiper nightclub in Nottingham, he
met the Cramps from the USA, an experience which, he says, was to
influence his musical tastes forever.
His business partner in Loulé’s Vinyl Boutique Records is Boz Boorer,
who studied music at school – the clarinet, classical guitar and harmony –
and on leaving signed a major record deal with his high school band, The
Polecats. He went on to join Chrysalis Records as studio manager, and
then partnered with Morrissey, and for 30 years was his musical director
playing guitar, keyboards, clarinet and saxophone. Great moments? For
Baz one that stands out was a show in LA in the 90s when he, together
with David Bowie and Morrissey, did an acoustic number for the encore.
Music lovers of those eras still recognise Boz today – does that
interfere with his life? “I figure if people are nice enough to buy my
records, I’m always willing to have a chat,” he says.
So how did this B&B get their act together here as buyers and sellers
of vinyl?

Being here
Brian first holidayed in Portugal in 1984 and vacationed here most years
after that. In 2000, he and his wife built a home on the west coast, in
Aljezur, knowing that one day they would make the move full time. That
day came 12 years ago, and since then, his life has been music-filled,
as a DJ for festivals in the Algarve and Spain, including American Cars,

ALGARVE P L U S
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Above left: A display pf packaging at the Museu de Portimão. Right: Salted
bacalhau hanging in an old shop in Porto. Our thanks to Victor Vicente of
Conservas de Portugal for his great assistance with image researching
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Everywhere you look, in every corner, on every shelf, stacked on the floor, hanging on the wall, there’s the music, the messages and the
memorabilia that shaped tastes and formed opinions and stayed with us over the decades. The guitars, the T-shirts, the badges, and that
gorgeous gleaming juke box, there to discover and bring the good old days back, or start new ones

Kustom Wheels, Surf & Wheels Faro, Crossroads Spain, Rockin
Swarm Beach parties, and for the past six years at the Distinguished
Gentleman’s Ride, a Prostrate Cancer Charity event. This year, Brian
will also DJ at Mar Shopping, hosting Rock ‘n’ Roll Sunsets sessions
on a Saturday night.
Brian classifies himself as a ‘vinylholic’ and has actively bought
and sold discs over the decades. The 45s he has are vital to his DJing activities.
Boz has had a home high up in the hills of Monchique for around
18 years. Today, he travels extensively, DJ-ing at festivals across
Europe, as well as playing with his first band, The Polecats. He
and Brian met at a Spanish rockabilly festival some six years ago,
and forged a relationship based on shared musical passions, past
experiences and yes, vast collections.
“I remember having a conversation with the guy who introduced
us, about my organising a Polecats gig at the Bafo de Baco in Loulé,
where I am a house DJ for rock ‘n’ roll and punk nights,” Brian
recalls. “Sadly, we couldn’t get that gig together, but we did the
next best thing and set up Boz’s first solo gig in Portugal, bringing a
rockabilly trio – the Wine-a-Billy Rollers – to provide back up.”
Boz, like Brian, became an early hoarder, buying and selling in the
80s. Both regard their shop stock as their private collection, until that
is, it sells.

And who are those customers today, who are flocking to the little
commercial centre for a truly surprising experience, in a one-room
shop on the top floor, that is packed, floor to ceiling, with records.
Surely, it’s the seniors who remember years of clubbing?
“Not at all. I think our youngest customer was ten. He came in
with his mum to buy a Muddy Waters LP,” says Brian. “We get a lot
of youngsters in their twenties and thirties who have just bought
their first record player, and yes of course, we do have our retired
vinylholics who come virtually every week. Most customers know
what they want but we do make suggestions in regard to similar
artists – the internet makes it easy to look up most songs.”
Unsurprisingly, the Beatles are the most collected group, along with
the Rolling Stones, Led Zeppelin, Pink Floyd, Abba and Queen, but
rock and metal are the in-demand genres right now.
“We have a few rare albums for sale, some hard-to-find British rock
albums, and a Morrissey compilation on vinyl, from the 90s, produced
at a time when everyone switched to CDs; nowadays people are
after those releases but they sold very poorly on vinyl and in some
instances never even got a vinyl release. We also have a 1957 rock-old
jukebox in the shop that we are open to serious offers of over €10K.
News of the Vinyl Boutique Records’ offering travels fast, and by
word to mouth, and those with something to sell are keen to start
conversations going.
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The record sleeves
alone bring back a
zillion memories – of
growing up years, of
partying like there’s
no tomorrow, and
yes, first loves

“Often, people have no real idea of the value of some of their albums;
the ones they think are worth big money aren’t, and the ones they’ve
no interest in are what will sell to a collector,” says Brian. “We do come
across some rare classic albums, but very few, and they have to be in
pristine condition to interest us. Condition is vital in the buying and
selling game and affects the price considerably. If a record is badly
scratched or the sleeve is torn or missing, I have no interest in it unless
it’s a real rarity.”
So what are the favourites right now? “The 50s for rockabilly and rock
‘n’ roll, 60s for the Beatles and Stones, 70s for glam and punk rock. And
of course you never lose that love of music from your teenage years.”
The most productive of the decades in terms of sales? Elvis, they agree.
“An amazing output of work in just over 20 years, and he remains a top
seller today,” says Boz.
In the shop, the highest price albums are around €200, those of
greater value are stored elsewhere for safety’s sake.

Why Loulé?
“Loulé is the heart of music here in the Algarve, the cultural centre
with on-going programmes of art, music, street festivals, etc. There’s a
great club up the road, a great bike club, bars dotted around the town,
and all of that attracts young people with a keen interest,” says Brian
who, before the pandemic hit, spent at least three months of the year
travelling through Germany, Austria and Belgium, attending the key
rock ‘n’ roll festivals, starting with the Walldorf Weekender every May.
And he is back on the rounds again, as DJ, and always looking out
for new talents. “In the world of Rockabilly we have many exciting
new bands. In fact, I am bringing an amazing new Spanish band, the
Howlin Ramblers, over on 5 November to play a gig at the Bafo de Bafo
in Loulé, a must for any rock ‘n’ roll fans. Boz, meanwhile, still plays
at festivals – and that’s while the two continue to run their company,
buying and selling and playing, and staying always on top of the search
for new talent. And yes, as if their schedules aren’t packed enough,
they run Vinyl Boutique roadshows throughout the year to meet their
audience, exchange ideas and promote the shop.
That’s one action-packed agenda. Set to music, of course.

V I N Y L B O U T I Q U E R E C O R D S 3 1 G a l e r i a s D Le n o r, Av. J o s e d a C o s t a M e a l h a 3 4 , 8 1 0 0 - 5 5 2 Lo u l é
E : I N F O @V B R E C O R D S A L G A R V E . C O M / V B R E C O R D S A L G A R V E . C O M

The Finest Art Gallery in the Algarve

Group Exhibition
Conrad Algarve - 21 September 2022

Mixed Media and Stainless Steel

Crimson

50 cm x 40 cm x 40 cm

Jonty Hurwitz
www.artcatto.com
Avenida José da Costa Mealha nº43 r/c | +351 289 419 447 | info@artcatto.com

MENTE

P S Y C H O T H E R A P Y

Psychotherapy, Counselling & Coaching
chapter

12

LETʼS TALK...

Casa

Going to therapy when you feel overwhelmed should
be as normal as going to the doctor for a persistent
cough or unexplained pain...
gen@mentepsychotherapy.com
mentepsychotherapy.com
The Green Building | Room 9 | Loulé
Zoom or in person

Amor
O N E Y E A R , T H AT ’ S W H AT J A C K A N D
W A LT E R , T H E D U O O F P A R I S I A N
E XECUTIVE S TU R N E D O LHÃO
E N T R E P R E N E U R S , H AV E S P E N T S O
FA R R E V I V I N G T H E 1 8 70 H O U S E O F
D R . PÁ D UA , F O R M E R P R E S I D E N T O F
THE TOWNHALL . CASA AMOR WILL
O P E N I N J U LY 2 0 2 3 , W H I L E T H E P O P U P S TO R E – PA S T RY S H O P I N R UA D O
GAIBÉU IS UP AND RUNNING

Wo rd s:

J
Now opeN iN AlmANcil
Rua da República 97 loja b

+ 962 567 532 | + 289 328 424
Loulé: Google maps: 4XG4+J9
Almancil: Google maps: 3XM9+WR
quadromolduras@gmail.com
www.quadromolduras.com

E L AI N E J OYCE

ACK'S grandmother, a true Correzian peasant,
apparently liked to say: “time lasts and passes”,
and this is very much the case in the development
of Casa Amor. It is the first anniversary of the
start of the project, and what better an occasion
to assess progress.
Things have gone quickly since the signing
of the purchase of the 1,000m² building in February 2021,
Jack reports. The choice of the architect came first: Jack
and Walter entrusted the project to Tatiana Bento and her
agency, Sena Archite. “If the decision to work with Tatiana
was easy to make, the choice of the builder was much more
complicated – the most difficult decision thus far,” Jack
recalls. “Anyone who has undertaken a renovation here
knows how perilous it can be: soaring prices, a shortage of
skilled labour, occasional slow paces and missed deadlines,
bankruptcies... and a builder who abandons you.”
“We were very lucky. After interviewing no less than
eight builders who did nothing to convince us of their ability
to deliver, we met Josué Medeiros, the director of e-Obras
from Lisbon in whom we placed our faith and confidence,”
adds Walter.
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NOTAS:
1. ESTE PROJECTO DEVERÁ SER LIDO JUNTO COM OS PROJECTOS DAS
ESPECIALIDADES.
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VÃO
DESCRIÇÃO

Madeira maciça de Pinho Nordico ou outra adequada a finalidade, com perfis
trabalhados por recorte de fresa. Perfis de fresa iguais as portas existentes no
edificio. Madeira plana e tratada para acabamento perfeitamente liso após
acabamento.

Acabamento:

Aplicação de uma demão de Primário Subcapa Acrílico Madeira do tipo CIN
Polyprep, ref.ª 18-050 e duas demãos de Esmalte Aquoso Acrílico do tipo CIN
Cynacryl, ref.ª 12-220, acetinado, à cor branca, RAL 9003. Prever pintura e nao
lacagem.
Madeira maciça de Pinho Nordico ou outra adequada a finalidade, com perfis
trabalhados por recorte de fresa. Perfis de fresa iguais as portas existentes no
edificio. Madeira plana e tratada para acabamento perfeitamente liso após
acabamento.
Aplicação de uma demão de Primário Subcapa Acrílico Madeira do tipo CIN
Polyprep, ref.ª 18-050 e duas demãos de Esmalte Aquoso Acrílico do tipo CIN
Cynacryl, ref.ª 12-220, acetinado, à cor branca, RAL 9003. Prever pintura e nao
lacagem.
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Acabamento:

Jacques & Walter LDA

Material:

Jacques Chaniol
Walter Dellazoppa
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Porta Interior de batente de duas folhas de madeira com desenho tradicional

Material:

FOLHAS

VIDROS

Nome compartimento

PRT.09

EDIFÍCIO PENSÃO HELENA

2 pares de puxadores Tupai refª 401 / 1 acabameto 36
6 Dobradiças da JNF refª IN.05.023.ECO ou adequadas ao peso da porta.
1 Fechadura Tipo JNF refª IN.20.792.50
1 par de entradas de chave Tupai refª 1965 acabamento 36
1 batente de porta Tupai refª 1698 acabamento 16 para a porta activa
1 par fechos de embutir na espessura da porta passiva da JNF refª IN.17.606.

Rua Doutor Miguel Bombarda, nº 42, Olhão

Fase

ARQUITECTURA

Projecto de Execução

Material:

Designacão
Os desenhos de portas são indicativos. O desenho destes elementos deve replicar a situação
original incluindo todo o trabalho de fresa em janelas, portadas, aros, e aduelas de enquadramento
dos vãos.

Mapa de Vãos
PRT.09
Data

MAIO 2022

1.38
PLANTA

Codigo do Projecto

W P O

Escala

Desenho Numero

1:20
Autor do Projecto

Tatiana Bento

9

3

7

Técnico Inscrito O. A.

16409

Este Desenho e Propriedade intelectual de Tatiana Sena Bento, usando o nome
comercial Sena Architects. Nao Pode ser copiado sem autorizacão previa.

The work started on 1 March and in six months the
progress has been considerable, as you will have seen in
each issue of AlgarvePLUS. “The phase of destruction was
the most emotionally difficult because we bought a very
fragile house, and it was impossible to keep the painted
walls or wooden ceilings, too degraded after 30 years of
abandonment,” says Jack. “We even had to destroy the roof
terrace and part of the first floor that threatened to collapse.
It felt like we had bought a ruin!”
Fortunately, the reconstruction work took place quickly and
the two partners soon regained their optimism. “We are very
lucky with our builder,” they say. “The deadlines are respected,
the team on site is very professional and always in a good mood
and smiling!”
Another positive point: e-Obras continued to work in August:
the electricity and water infrastructure are in place; the
insulation of the roof terrace is completed. The light concrete
screed has been poured and the floor in Santa Catarina tiles,
emblematic of the region, will soon be laid. The structure that
will support the future pool is almost finalised, and with the
interior partitioning is progressing well. The size of individual
spaces is evident… and impressive. Today you can see the

Suddenly you can see how things are
taking shape and how new spaces
are being created. Interiors are in the
design stages now, including new doors
that are a twist on tradition

personality of each area. There will be the very large rooftop
suite with its private terrace of 71m² and its 180cm bed. And
there will also be a small room overlooking the patio that will
benefit from a balcony beneath the arches. “In this room we
will install a 140cm bed for lovers or a happy single,” Jack says.
The pop-up store located at 24 Rua do Gaibéu has found
its cruising speed. “My greatest pleasure is to see regulars,
who come again and again; it’s the greatest reward,” enthuses
Walter, who abandoned finance for pastry-making.
The remaining months of the year will be busy. Suppliers
of furnishings and fittings have already been sourced to take
into account production and delivery schedules. The duo will
also be building the team that will make the Casa Amor guest
experience unforgettable. And they’ll be looking for that
talented Chef who will take charge of the restaurant! Anyone
keen to join the adventure is invited to contact them.
“Time lasts and passes here very quickly,” says Jack,
“especially when you get up at 06:00 to put the croissants in
the oven and follow up with appointments and visits to Casa
Amor. We do everything without going too far from the beach
and Ria Formosa! We must not forget that we also came here
for these moments of freedom.”

W spells WOW...
...And it is just wonderful

I N G A L É , T H E O P E N I N G O F T H E W A L G A R V E H A S C R E AT E D A S T I R ,
AT T R A C T I N G A N A U D I E N C E O F I N T E R N AT I O N A L T R AV E L L E R S W I T H A N
A P P E T I T E F O R Q U A L I T Y, C H O I C E , A N D E X C I T I N G E AT I N G O P T I O N S

Wo rd s:

TOMAS RAMOS

H

ERE IN The Algarve, we are used to seeing the best
in adventurous contemporary design, and statementmaking luxury. So when a hotel opens that impacts on
the landscape and defies all expectations, an intake of
breath is, unsurprisingly, the first reaction, followed by
the word WOW.
And Wow could not be a better description of the
architectural and interior décor triumph that is W
Algarve in Galé. Perched high on the cliffs overlooking the vast expanse of
the sun-dazzling ocean, the newest and by far the most extraordinary of the
Marriott Hotel Group’s international portfolio of five-star masterpieces, W takes
its inspiration and sense of style from the curves of the coastline, the worldfamous Benagil caves and the dazzling palette of blues and aquamarines and
turquoise that form the backdrop to everything.
Nothing here is usual; every area, each room, all details have a distinct
personality that is uniquely theirs, and that together weave a story of the

Algarve itself, and all that it celebrates in terms of
tradition and heritage, combined with modern thinking.
Gleaming ceramics adorn vast areas of wall,
shimmering glass panels introduce nuances of filtered
colour, art and photography create focal points of
irresistible appeal. Everything, but everything, has been
immaculately planned to create a haven of sophisticated,
exciting, and above all original, design.
The 134 sumptuous guestrooms and suites, alongside
83 W-branded Residences, introduce crisp lines, cool
colours, and features that could not fail to impress. Take,
for example, the filigree bedside lanterns, the backlit
headboards that pay homage to the rooftops of the local
churches, mosaic-work features made from local tiles,
and stunning views across the gardens and down to the
Atlantic coast. Guests have their own, private outdoor
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W Algarve is a
total celebration,
combining the
best of the region’s
tradition and
heritage with
brilliantly-conceived
modern thinking

space, too; there are private decks complete with dining
areas, and roof terraces.
Eating at W Algarve is a particular experience, and the
choice is top notch. Start with a drink at the W Lounge,
where detail on detail creates a wonderfully extravagant
atmospehere and a 20m onyx bar flows from the interior
to the outside terrace.
Cocktails are mixed with foraged ingredients and
signature Portuguese flavours – from sweet paprika
to fig, Pasteis de Belem to seaweed – and there is a
constantly-changing menu of nibbles designed to tempt.
Or take your seat and soak up the sun and enjoy a special
drink at WET Deck. Or sit down to dine at the Market
Kitchen restaurant, which also has a special identity,
taking its design lead from the colours and light and
textures of local markets.
Here there’s a central table laden with an array of
dishes, wonderfully fresh and immaculately presented.
This is the perfect place for a laid back lunch, or relaxed
supper.
Among the hotel’s other eateries, sitting high up on its
own terrace, and with spectacular vistas all around, is
Paper Moon, sister to the renowned Milanese restaurant
of the same name, famous for its Italian cuisine that
mingles flavours and textures triumphantly.
Local, seasonal ingredients and a respect for
sustainable and ethical sourcing are core to the W
Algarve’s adventurous repertoire which introduces
brilliant twists to flavours from across the globe, while
introducing new and distinctly different tastes that could
well become the classics of tomorrow.
And if food and music forge the ideal partnership, then
W Algarve is where great tastes and a programme of
entertainment come together to delight.
But don’t take my word for W Algarve. Head up
towards Albufeira and prepare yourself for a very special
experience. Look around, take it all in, and I defy you not
to be bowled over by its special beauty.
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the perfect ingredient
“FOOD WITHOUT WINE IS A CORPSE; WINE WITHOUT FOOD IS A
G H O S T; U N I T E D A N D W E L L M AT C H E D T H E Y A R E A S B O D Y A N D
S O U L , L I V I N G PA R T N E R S , ” W R OT E A N D R É S I M O N , 1 8 7 7-1 970 ,
FRENCH GOURMET AND WINE WRITER

Wo rd s:

LÍVIA MOKRI

HILE André Simon
was doubtless talking about drinking and eating
and appreciating that togetherness of flavours and
textures, we are talking here about cooking with
wine: there are few dishes, savoury and sweet, that
will not gain something deliciously special from the
addition of a carefully chosen, quality wine, be it a
warming red or a crisp, cooling white.
Cooking with wine is not actually as straightforward as a recipe might suggest when it lists a glass
of this or that in the line up of ingredients. It needs
to be the right wine, the one that will contribute
something special, and that will turn a particular dish
from good to great.
The first and most important thing, which hopefully
everyone knows, is that you should not cook with
a wine that you wouldn’t choose to drink – a faulty,
corked, aged wine can spoil a dish completely, no
matter how good the quality of the main ingredients.
However, this basic rule applies to the quality of the
wine and not to individual tastes – a particular wine
that is not one of your favourites may still be the idea
mate in a certain recipe. And if you don’t drink any of
the surplus wine from cooking for a few days, you can
pour it into an ice cube tray and freeze it.
Some say that cheap wines are good for cooking,
but this is not always the case. Only use cheap
wine if you are preparing a dish that requires a long
simmering time. A beef casserole, or coq au vin are

Only use a very expensive
wine if the recipe calls for
just a small quantity of it in
the dish, or if you have an
already opened bottle.
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W

perfect examples. But sauces and soups – lighter
dishes – are better friends with more expensive,
characterful wines. Pears in red wine is one dessert
that benefits from the best.
But only use a very expensive wine if the recipe
calls for just a small quantity in the dish, or if you have
an already opened bottle. And if you are dealing with
a fortified wine, such as Madeira or fino sherry, then
a few spoonfuls are enough to deepen and enrich the
flavour of the food. Even a few drops can add strength
and a pleasant sweetness to the dish. The same is the
case with naturally sweet wines, such as Tokaji Aszú.
The old rule that red meat goes with red wine
and white meat goes with white wine is out-of-date
now – not only for food and wine pairing, but also
for cooking. You will not go wrong with a dry, fresh
chardonnay or a sauvignon blanc with light character
from the white wines, and from the reds, a merlot can
be a safe decision.
As a reliable guide when choosing a wine for
cooking: fresh whites go well with poultry, citrus
dishes and salads, while deeper, wooden-barrel whites
are best with cheeses, seafood and spicy Asian dishes.
Reds, where the emphasis is on acid, are ideal in
fish soup, or with beef or pork dishes, while wines in
which the tannins dominate go well with venison and
stews. Choose a sweet wine for desserts, and rosé for
wildfowl and lighter dishes made with pork.
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Opposite: red wine is an
essential ingredient in a
rich beef casserole. Left:
mexilhões marinara,
fresh mussels steamed in
a dry white wine
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Pears in red wine remain one of the great desserts, especially served with a scoop of vanilla ice cream

Three ways

Which grape variety to choose?

Typically, wine is used in three ways in the preparation of
food. The first is the marinade, in which the food (meat,
in general) is seasoned. Marinating in wine softens the
texture of the meat and it will cook through faster, and if
you leave it in the marinade for long enough, a new taste
reminiscent of game meat emerges.
The second method is when the wine goes straight
into the pot, as an ingredient. Here, a little patience
is needed, as the alcohol must evaporate – food is not
supposed to taste like alcohol. Also, pay attention to the
amount of wine you use: if you overdo it, the wine will
cancel out the overall flavour. If, however, you underplay
it, you can always correct the balance later in the
cooking process.
If the recipe lists a large quantity of wine, and the wine
itself forms the basis of a sauce, for example, always
add some other liquid – it could be stock, cream or
something like tomato puree.
The third is when wine is used as a reduction or sauce,
cooked over low heat so that it is well-bodied, and ideal
to accompany fatty meats such as ribs.
And if you’re thinking of flambéing with wine, a word
of advice: don’t. It’s not a good idea. For this you want
cognac, cachaça or whisky; it is the high alcohol content
that makes the difference.

For those who want to delve further into flavour
combinations, you need to do more than pay attention to
whether a wine is white, red or rosé and sweet, semisweet or dry. You need to focus on the type of grape as
each variety has its own personality and very different
sensory characteristics, and it’s important to know what
to expect from the combination.
Among the white wines, the most suitable to cook
with are chardonnay (great to make your dish more fullbodied, as it adds denser texture), sauvignon blanc (ideal
in preparations based on fish and seafood or vegetables
due to its striking aromatic profile), and pinot grigio
(more neutral and a wildcard for dishes that call for
white wine).
In the case of reds, it is best to choose those that
present more delicate tannins and are more fruity, and
have not passed through the wood, to avoid the flavour
being too strong and masking the other ingredients. Good
examples are merlot, pinot noir and cabernet.
One vital factor is that you serve the same type of wine
with the meal that you used in cooking the dish in order
to achieve that perfect balance.
And always keep in mind the famous words of 18th
century French politician Jean Anthelme Brillat-Savarin,
“A meal without wine is like a day without sun”.

Love food wine

Something delicious is happening at Fairways

“Our first visit and definitely will not be our last.
The menu is excellent value and the service is
outstanding, attentive, without being overbearing“.

Open for dinner from Tuesday to Saturday

Amara 5.0

Amara at Four Seasons Fairways, Avenida André Jordan 37, Quinta do Lago.
www.amararestaurant.pt

Reservations: 00 351 289 357 579

|

@amarafairways
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G R E AT O U T D O O R S , A N D G E T T I N G O F F

J U S T B E W H AT W I L L G I V E YO U T H E
IMPETUS TO GO ADVENTURING
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OU HEAR it so often. Youngsters who
holidayed with their parents in the
Algarve through their early teen years and
much later, as independent adults in serious
careers, took the decision that this was where
they wanted to live, full-time and forever.
So it was with Brad Dodd and Russ Longmuir
who today own and operate DirtEbikers in
Vale do Lobo, the area that had become their second home
when they were kids.
Londoner Russ moved to the Algarve in 2012 and
Hertfordshire man Brad followed in 2016. During lockdown
the two started to take long walks, mainly up in the hills,
accompanied by none other than Charlie Perring of Drift
Adventures, who never fails to miss an opportunity to
discover more of his surroundings.
“It was while walking these stunning and diverse routes
that we began wondering how many people who live in the

JOSÉ PEREIRA

Golden Triangle ever venture further than the A22 and have
come to know the beauty that begins just 20 minutes away
from the beaches,” Russ explains. It was then that a new
interest emerged, and blossomed fast.
After some research, the duo discovered a company in
New Zealand, UBCO (Utility Bike Company), which had
developed an electric two-wheel-drive bike, originally
designed for the farms and carrying the slogan ‘No fuel on
farms’. “These are the only bikes of their kind in the world
and are perfect for the terrain that we encountered on our
tours,” says Russ. After contacting and negotiating with
UBCO, the distribution rights for Portugal were granted.
So, did the guys have some knowledge of the world of
biking – electric or otherwise – or were they stepping, or
rather riding, into new territory?
Well, Russ had a design business in London with his wife,
working with international interior designers; Brad had a
successful construction company in the UK. While both had a

PEDAL
PLUS

You can hire a
bike for the day,
to see a little of
what’s around you,
or even to go to
the beach, where
parking is easy.
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little experience with motorbikes when they were younger, this
was something totally different.
“The bikes are unique in the way that they have been
designed and constructed,” explains Brad. “They are robust,
and incredibly well engineered as you would expect from New
Zealand. They have a separate motor at the front and one at
the rear making, with a low centre of gravity, a very easy and
safe driving experience. The maximum range of a battery
charge is 125km, with a top speed of 45km/h.
Here in Portugal, no licence is required to drive one of these
bikes, but the legally accepted age is 14. But age aside, anyone
wanting to rent a bike and ride will be assessed at the start –
“We have to be certain that they have a real awareness and will
be in control; otherwise, we have to say no,” says Russ.
Basing themselves in Alfontes, the duo looked for a while for
a suitable location to house the bikes, close to the resorts of
Vale do Lobo and Quinta do Lago, and found the perfect spot for
their hub between the two, close to Pine Trees riding stables. It
was a case of being in the right place at the right time, they say.

Riding high
On the menu now are guided tours that last from one and a half
hours to four hours. Currently, these include Faro Island, Alte
and Quinta da Tor winery. DirtEbikes also organises bespoke
tours for special occasions, and for the real adventurer will be
arranging longer tours of three to five days that will take in
parts of the Via Algarviana and the Pilgrims trail from Porto to
Santiago de Compostela along the coastal route.
You can hire a bike for the day for €75 to get a taste of
what’s on offer, and this option is proving popular with people

who want to see a little of what’s around them, or even to
go to the beach, where bike parking is easy. The tours are
always accompanied, with one guide for two people, while
bigger groups are accompanied by two guides, one at the
front and one at the rear with walkie talkies, first aid kits
and IBC emergency fobs for quick medical response if ever
needed. There is also a back up truck so there’s no chance of
riders ever getting stuck anywhere!
Tours can involve a coffee break or a lunch stop, and in the
case of Quinta da Tor, clients can enjoy the wine tasting, as
this is a one-way package; the bikes are collected and clients
can stay by the pool for the rest of the day.
So, what sort of experience is needed before heading off
on DirtyEbikers travels? “No real experience is necessary,”
says Russ. “We find that after ten minutes it all becomes
second nature. There are no pedals, no gears and no clutch,
and no heat to worry about and the bikes have regenerative
braking that slows you down. One lady in her 70s said on her
Tripadvisor report that she could not stop grinning for three
hours and it was cheaper than a face lift.”
And what about insurance? “All the necessary insurances
are in place and everyone has to read our terms and
conditions. We take a copy of their ID or passport that they
must sign,” Brad confirms.
Moving forward, UBCO only has the one type of bike at the
moment, but there will be a more powerful off-road model
coming out at the end of the year. Right now, DirtEbikers has
eight bikes with a further ten on order for its tours, and also
sells bikes to other dealers and individuals in Portugal.
“Our plan is to evolve the hub and then to replicate it in other
areas of Portugal, especially in busy resorts. In fact, a number
of them have already approached us to repeat the success story
we are building here on the Algarve,” says Brad. Russ adds:
“The sales drive is going to be huge as there are so many areas
and terrains where our bikes are ideal for transport – from
vineyards to city life. We have just sold one to a professional
cameraman to use for getting to those far off places, quickly,
conveniently, and quietly.”

DIRTEBIKERS Estrada Quinta do Lago, Almancil
T: 9 1 4 0 2 6 0 3 5 / E : i n f o @ d i r t e b i k e r s . c o m / I : @ d i r t e b i k e r s / W : d i r t e b i k e r s . c o m

www.mariasbeachalgarve.com
Bookings: +351 289 358 675 or
team@mariasbeachalgarve.com

Restaurant & rooftop bar . Sunbeds, shades & beach bar . Resident DJ & live music . Sunset views
Beach Bar serving coﬀee, cocktails and light bites 09.00h to 19.00h . Restaurant open all day from 12:30h until late . Bookings essential
@marias_algarve

@Marias restaurant and beach

On Garrão beach, between Vale do Lobo and Quinta do Lago, drive past Dunas Douradas Beach Club, we are at the end of the road.
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Life’s a BEACH
FRENCH ARTIST AND SURFING ENTHUSIAST JEAN MARIE DROUET HAS
A S T U D I O F I V E M I N U T E S F R O M T H E B E AC H . “ T H E S E A A I R F O R M S PA R T
O F M Y D N A , ” H E C L A I M S . W H I L S T T H I S I S N O T A S C I E N T I F I C F A C T, I T I S
T R U E T H AT S E A A I R C O N TA I N S H E A LT H G I V I N G P R O P E R T I E S

Wo rd s:
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See-saw psychology
Mental stress is often caused by urban
living and this is added to by worries
about air pollution and allergens such as

Zoning Out
The ideal is to live beside the sea but
a painting by Jean Marie might be an
alternative. The techniques he uses are
smooth and soothing and the images he
presents are gentle. He shows people
enjoying convivial outdoor surroundings,
most often at the seaside.
New research suggests that looking
at calming pictures can be a form of
‘mindfulness meditation’. Like a massage
or deep breathing exercises, it is one way
to ‘take a mental vacation’.
In order to benefit from this type of
meditation, settle down in a quiet space
with a comfortable temperature. Allow
your body and muscles to relax by
breathing steadily. Look at the chosen
image, allowing it to sink into your
subconscious mind. Permit yourself the
luxury of imagination to be transported to
another place.
A selection of suitable paintings can be
seen at Galeria Côrte-Real in Paderne.

Where did you grow up?
I grew up connected to the
Atlantic Ocean, on the west
coast of France.
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mould spores, bacteria and viruses. By
visiting the coast, sea breezes clear the
air and produce a feeling of psychological
wellbeing. A walk along a cliff top path,
looking out to sea, and time spent
listening to the waves help people to
feel calmer. Concentration is a limited
resource and in scientific circles the
wave phenomenon is called ‘attention
restoration’.
An EU funded study entitled Blue
Health is looking at how beneficial
aspects of the seaside can reduce worries
expressed by old people in residential
homes, and angst in clinical settings.
Showing scenes of the seaside through
virtual reality headsets is being piloted in
dental surgeries.

Has the beach always been a
favourite place, and what time
of year and day?
The beach has always been
part of my life, for its special
atmosphere, for windsurfing
and surfing – especially in the
late spring when the light is
very bright and white.
Even when you are not
working, are you always
thinking about your next
piece?
It’s always in my head. When
I'm not painting, I look at life
around me for future subjects.
How many hours a day do you
spend painting?
It depends; between two and
six hours a day, sometimes
even more. Painting is not
limited to drawing colour on a
canvas.
Do you have any hobbies –
what are they?
Living in harmony. Being a
good person. Surfing.

ALGARVE P L U S
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HERE is no such thing as
‘vitamin sea’ but the air
around water is highly
charged with negative
ions. Far from being
negative, these ions
accelerate the body’s
ability to absorb oxygen and increase
levels of serotonin, a key hormone
associated with health and happiness.
Visit any Algarve beach, take a deep
breath and get a complimentary top up
of negative ions. The Atlantic Ocean is a
moving body of water supercharged by
waves and swells. Droplets, sea foam and
the smell of brine really do provide health
benefits for sailors, swimmers, surf riders,
paddle boarders and beach walkers.
Negative ions contained in sea air
balance all the positive ions – also known
as free radicals – that are absorbed
by the human body and generated by
electronic devices such as computers,
mobile phones, televisions and
fluorescent lighting. In what sounds like a
contradiction, positive ions actually have
a negative effect on the human body.
Basic physics explains that positive ions
steal electrons from healthy cells in order
to balance themselves. By neutralising
their own charge, the positive ions leave
healthy cells in the human body depleted.
In busy towns and cities people can be
exposed to too much of this damaging
activity, resulting in fatigue, headaches,
poor concentration and insomnia.
A trip to the coast will help to restore a
normal equilibrium.

KIT & CABOODLE IN ALMANCIL IS NOW AN
O F F I C I A L S TO C K I S T F O R C H A L K PA I N T ™ BY
A N N I E S L O A N , A N D I S R E A D Y T O TA K E Y O U O N
A J O U R N E Y O F D I Y C R E AT I V E I N T E R I O R D E S I G N .
P H I L I P P A TAY L O R H A S B R U S H E S AT T H E R E A D Y
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PA I N T F OL IO

A brilliant colour range, special finishes and intricate stencils allow you to create your own, individual masterpieces
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For starters, who exactly is Annie Sloan?
She first created Chalk Paint™ back in1990. Over the years she’s become
one of the world’s leading authorities on paint and is an expert on colour.
So what exactly is chalk paint – what makes it different?
It’s a highly versatile water-based paint that generally negates the need
for sanding or priming a piece beforehand so you can get straight to the
fun bit of creating unique and easy-to-achieve results.
What got you interested in the first place?
At K&C we get a lot of tired furniture that people don’t want – traditional
dark wood and orange pine are no longer the must-haves! I could see that
with a little TLC and the right paint they’d have a vibrant new lease of life.
I’ve been painting for over three years now and only use Chalk Paint™ as
it adheres to almost any surface, indoors or out.
So you could actually change the colour of, say, a sofa?
Yes, I’ve painted leather top desks, lampshades, chair seats, even glass
bottles and marble.
Will you actively be selling the whole range?
Yes, we are the only stockist currently selling not only the paint range,

which is extensive, but also both the new Satin Paint
range and the Wall Paint collection. Plus all the key
accessories, like waxes, stencils, brushes, decoupage
papers, etc.
Is everything on display in the Almancil showroom?
Behind our closed doors in August, there was a lot
going on! We have built an area in the warehouse that
showcases four of the most popular colours in the Wall
Paint range - Carnaby Yellow (amazing!), Cotswold
Green, Pointe Silk and Cambrian Blue. The colours and
pigmentation levels are gorgeous and really make this
paint a game changer. We have all the stock on display
for clients to browse through, and shortly it will be
available online at kitandcaboodle.com
You are running classes again – what will people
learn? What are they supplied with?
Yes, our workshops start on 17 September and there
will be a variety of options including beginner classes for
those who are new to furniture painting, and one-to-one
classes looking at blending, frottage and staining. And

PROMOTION
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Kit & Caboodle carries a big range
of Annie Sloan products; in addition
to the core Chalk Paint™ collection,
there are all the accessories needed
to achieve perfect results

there’ll be product-specific classes, too, like painting a footstool, canvas
shoes and vases.
We generally restrict numbers to nine per class and all the materials are
provided, plus aprons. You also get tea and cake. Just be prepared to get
a little messy. And we have a bi-lingual Portuguese instructor joining the
team, who has been furniture painting for years.
Do you see people buying the paint and then going home and doing
their own thing – are classes/instruction absolutely necessary?
That’s exactly what I did! As soon as I finished my first three-hour course, I
couldn’t wait to grab some paint, a stencil and some wax and get stuck in.
The classes aren’t essential, you can pop in the store and get some simple
advice to have a go and get started at home, but they are very therapeutic
– exchanging ideas with like-minded people can be inspiring.
Do you see more and more people going the upcyling route and are
they doing it because they are alert to the need for sustainability?
I certainly hope so. We have such a wealth of existing resources. The old
saying ‘They don’t make it like they used to’ rings true to me. A lot of preloved furniture comes in to Kit & Caboodle, and the difference in quality of
the old compared to a lot of the new is remarkable. There is a definite feel
good factor about creating – and re-creating – something yourself, and I bet
most of us have pieces at home that could benefit from a fresh lick of paint.
How often can you repaint the same piece of furniture?
Really, as many times as you like. With Chalk Paint™ you can even paint
over a piece that you’ve previously sealed with wax, if it has been done a
while ago.

Do you see this element of K&C business taking
over from the furniture/home décor?
It’s a lovely partner to what we do, but our core business
will always be buying and selling pre-loved furniture.
More and more people are choosing to shop sustainably,
whether they are looking to replace a sideboard or redo
a whole room. We are quite selective with what we stock,
people are usually surprised when they walk in, not only
by the choice of goods on offer, but also the condition,
calibre and especially the price.
What do you see as a real creative challenge?
For me, it’s easy to breath life into a piece that already
has detailing or perhaps sexy curved legs. The ideas really
start to flow when you are looking at another simple fourdrawer orange pine chest of drawers with flat lines. I love
those because they have real potential.
What’s your own favourite colour?
Annie Sloan Aubusson Blue will always be a firm favourite,
especially when adding gold gilding wax, but it really does
depend on the shape and style of the piece I’m painting.
What else is happening at K&C
There is now a selection of ladies’ vintage clothing, classic
pieces with great labels. We have some amazing fabrics we
will be selling by the metre very soon, and our ceramics
classes re-start this month. There is so much happening.
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JULIA'S BEACH, PRAIA DO GARRAO, ALMANCIL. FOLLOW SIGNS FOR VALE DO LOBO AND THEN RIA PARK HOTEL.
Info@julias-algarve.com

00 351 289 396 512

online reservations: julias-algarve.com

@juliasalgarve

Blueberry French Toast
with macerated figs and yoghurt
I N M AY, W E R A N J A C K S T U R G E S S ’ R E C I P E F O R B L U E B E R R Y,
O R A N G E A N D H O N E Y P L A I T. M E G A D E L I C I O U S . T H I S B R E A K F A S T T R E AT
USES THE SAME B RE AD. FOR THE ORIGINAL PL AIT J UST GO TO
A LGA RV E P LU S M AGA ZI N E .CO M / M AGA ZI N E S/0 5 _ 2 02 2 _ D. P D F

SERVES 2, SO MAKE MORE

T O TA L T I M E : S U P E R FA S T

I NGR E D I E N T S

RECIPE

of the month...








2 medium eggs
100ml milk
1 tbsp golden caster (superfine) sugar
4 stale slices of Blueberry, Orange and Honey
Plait around 2.5cm thick
20g butter

5 Divide your toast between two plates, top with
a generous amount of yoghurt and a few good
spoonfuls of your figs and blueberries.
6 Finish with a drizzle of the fig juice.

For the figs
 150g fresh figs
 50g blueberries
 zest and juice of ½ orange
 2 tbsp honey
To serve
 200g Greek yoghurt

M ET HOD
1 To macerate your figs ahead of time, trim their
stalky tips and discard. Cut them into quarters
and place them in a large mixing bowl. Cut your
blueberries in half and add them to the bowl
too, along with the orange zest, juice and honey.
Gently mix everything around to coat and tip
the mixture into a small container or re-usable
food bag. Squeeze all the air from the bag and
seal up, then leave in the fridge for two hours or
overnight.
For the French toast
2 In a baking tray, beat your eggs and milk
together with the sugar.
3 Dip in both sides of your bread slices and leave
them in there to soak.
4 Warm the butter in a large heavy frying pan until
foaming and place your soaked bread slices into
the pan. Cook gently for around 2½–3 minutes
on each side until golden.

Bake with Jack by Jack Sturgess
(Ebury Press) features amazing
photography by Andrew
Hayes-Watkins. The everyday
sandwich loaf featured is
easy-going and produces great
results; you’ll never buy a shopmade loaf again!
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Your Interior...
Consider it done!

+351 289 358 007 | +351 912 571 912
studioshop@quintastyle.com
www.quintastyle.com
Estrada de Vale de Éguas 30, Almancil
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A VER TAVIRA
SAN D R A GATO TR I ED O N E O F TH E S U M M ER
M EN US AN D M E T C H EF LU ÍS B R ITO, O F TH E N E WLY
AWAR D ED M I C H ELI N S TAR R E S TAU R ANT I N TAVI R A

A

S THE name suggests – the

translation is something like
“looking on Tavira” – the
view is an essential part
of this restaurant’s personality.
After parking the car (wherever
you can in central Tavira) you have
to walk up to the magnificent spot
where the A Ver Tavira is situated,
next to the city’s castle. It’s a steep
climb (and hot in the summertime!)
but worth every step.
It was a blessing to be seated on
the beautiful terrace – to make the
best of the view and the sunset but
also because of the nice breeze that
pays a refreshing visit throughout
the evening... And then it starts.

Chef Luís Brito – an Alentejano
who has cooked all over the world,
including Brazil and Angola
– decided to create his own
gastronomic concept in Tavira,
respecting his motto: “Simplicity is
the last degree of sophistication”. So
brace yourself for real flavours, local
products and creative techniques.
“We have no borders in terms
of inspiration, our references can
come from anywhere in the world,”
he tells us when he comes to
greet us at the table, adding: “We
take the traditional Portuguese
flavours and reinterpret them in a
contemporary style.”
At the chef’s right hand is the

FOOD
Seasonal, local
products cooked
and presented in a
Michelin Star way

DECOR
A traditional
confortable room
with breathtaking
views over Tavira.

€
PRICE
From €75 pp for the
4-moment lunch
menu.

R E S TAU R A N T E A V E R TAV I R A , L u g a r d a C a l ç a d a G a l e r i a 1 3 , 8 8 0 0 - 3 0 6 Tav i r a
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sommelier, Cláudia Abrantes,
who presents us with surprising
Portuguese wines, that pair
perfectly with what is being served
at the table.
For lunch there are different
menus on offer: A Viagem do
Sabor (7 Moments); Menu A
Ver Tavira (5 Moments) and a 4
Moment menu; in the evening, just
the first two are available.
Before anything, I want to
share my words of praise for the
moments before the Moments: an
incredible fake olive oil, a fresh
green tomato gaspacho...
And then the true journey
begins: we were lucky enough to
try the A Viagem do Sabor menu –
with amazing tastes from Portugal
and India opening the way: a
carabineiro (big prawn) with a
touch of curry. Then my favourite:
A Estiva de Biqueirão, a taste
of ocean, with algae and almonds
(advice: take a second look!) from
the Algarve.
After, we stop at the Azores with
a marvellous white wine (Arinto)
and then move to Africa with the
freshest of fish (the chosen one
depends on the day and time of
year) with a unique seasoning.
Then a coffee with a memorable
peanut suprise while Luís Brito
assures us that he will continue his
“cuisine with imagination”.
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‘Brace yourself
for real flavours,
local products
and creative
techniques’

Wo rd s: J O A N A C O S T A
P h ot og ra phy: G A R R E T T W A L S H

QUADRO, THE FR AMING SPECIALIST ON THE LOULÉ
T R A D I N G E S TAT E , H A S O P E N E D A D E S I G N - D R I V E N
S TO R E I N ALMAN CI L , WH E R E YO U C AN B U Y
W O R K S O F A R T A S W E L L A S H AV I N G YO U R OW N
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HIRTY YEARs ago, when the Paulino family set up their
framing business, the Algarve was a very different place, with
many of today’s luxurious resorts still in the planning stages.
There was a much smaller ex-pat community, fewer full-time
residents, hardly any little boutique hotels, and the central region was
more a golfers’ paradise than anything else. But the way was being
paved for what would become prime property and a leading destination
for holiday makers, and also land purchasers and property developers
who saw a golden opportunity in the waiting,
In those days, the early years of Quadro, clients of this specialist
framers were in main newly-opened hotels, resort planners, interior
designers who were fast to welcome those building their new homes,
and private individuals who demanded the best. Today, three decades on, with
an impressive roster of customers that includes art galleries, artists themselves,

DETAIL
PLUS

The selection at Quadro’s new store
in Almancil is vast and it is only by
holding frame against artwork that you
see the different looks that each will
create. Just bear in mind where you will
be hanging that picture

ALGARVE P L U S
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home-owners, restaurants and public buildings, the Quadro
offering is vast and varied.
That was only part of the reason for the recent expansion
into central Almancil. “The time was right, too,” says coowner Inês Paulino. “We wanted more space to show what
we can do, what can be achieved, what differences can be
produced when there are real options. Today, for example,
photographic images are immensely popular for wall décor,
as well as oil and acrylic paintings on canvas. And depending
on the frame you choose in terms of style, size detail and
colour, the finished effect can be very different even for two
similar images.”
For many, simplicity is the buzzword today, with unadorned
frames letting the image speak for itself. And ‘tray’ frames,
which surround a work but sit away from it, are increasingly
first choice for big canvases. For others, however, it is sheer
grandeur that counts – gleaming metallic finishes, sculpted
shapes within shapes, bold angles that stand away from the
artwork they are holding. All very statement-making and
creating a particular ‘notice-me’ impression.
Much of Quadro’s selection comes from the best frame
houses here in Portugal, and also in Spain and Italy. “It
is vital to the continued success of our business, and our

plans for growth, that we can offer the biggest choice
possible to meet all tastes, and every environment,” says
Inês. “After all, so much depends on where a painting or
drawing will hang, and the space given to it and, of course,
its surroundings.
“A contemporary, minimalist room design can take
anything from a simple, structured barely-there frame, to a
completely dominant over-the-top style, whereas in a classic
setting, with perhaps many furnishing and accessory details,
you need to underplay things so that the picture itself is
what stands out.”
Do people come into the new store with a pretty clear
idea of what they want? “Rarely is that the case,” says Inês.
“When we sit down with a client and the piece to be framed,
and show them option after option, suddenly something
clicks and you know they have found the one. And some
clients will choose a frame within a frame to highlight a
particular colour in the piece.”
There are two new ventures that have passed drawingboard stage and are ready to unroll in October. The first
is an Artist of the Month feature which, after the success
of artist Jessica Dunn’s one-man show when the Almancil
store opened, is destined to be a regular highlight and will
doubtless attract art buyers as well as frame searchers. Right
now Inês and her team are looking at many contenders –
watch this space for regular updates of who and when.
Equally exciting will be the introduction of a specialist
in-store printing operation, in which treasured images,
photographs, drawings and even certificates can be
reproduced to the highest possible standard and framed in
a choice of specially-priced alternatives that will fit in with
any home or office décor scheme.
“We see this service as complementary to our mainstream
work,” says Inês. “And we know from our research that it
will add another dimension to our portfolio. So many people
have items stored in cupboards that can now see the light of
day and take pride of place on their walls. It is recognising
that ‘extras’ that will continue to make Quadro stand out.”
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Thinking of selling
your Algarve home?
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Contact us for a free evaluation:
Over 300 Algarve properties sold every year
120,000+ visits to www.idealhomesportugal.com every month
Your property on Rightmove, A Place in the Sun, Zoopla, Idealista, Kyero
International marketing on Facebook, Google & YouTube
As seen on Channel 4 ‘Sun, Sea & Selling Houses' in 2022

Call: +351 289 513 434
Email: info@idealhomesportugal.com
www.idealhomesportugal.com

Portugal

Vila Sol Office:
Urbanização Vila Sol,
Lote E, Lojas 1, 2 e 3,
8125- 307, Quarteira
Lagos Office:
Rua dos Celeiros,
Bloco 1,Loja 1
8600-726, Lagos

AMI Nº 9540

Customising
your denim
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The Great Choice One

If you have read this column
before, then you will know that
I am not the most delicate or
skilled person when it comes
to DIY projects, so I needed
to start with a simple task. I
love the painting idea and I
never knew it would be so easy.
Once you have a selection of
fabric paints (which will come
in handy for every seasonal
project, so stock up) you can
go wild with this format. It will
work on jeans, shorts, skirts
and jackets, and is ideal if you
have a themed event coming
up. If you trust your hands then
go freestyle and paint anything
that you like, or create your
own stencil.
I like a 70s vibe so am going

for flowers and peace signs for
a rainbow party! The stripes
from the tutorial look very
fashionable, and teamed with
the ankle cinching belt idea, you
will look like you are wearing
some designer gear for a fraction
of the price. I will be giving
other suggestions in this video
a try, especially the bell bottom
tailoring, as I think these will
look great with a sweater for the
autumn.
youtube.com/
watch?v=DU6emgd4amk

My rating: 9/10
Love the quick and easy video
with more detailed links
available.

2

The Retro Feel One

I have always loved traveling
and collecting souvenirs, so
embroidered patches were a
great option as they are small,
lightweight and usually budget
friendly. Once collected, I needed
a way to show them off, and how
better than to use a favourite
denim jacket as the canvas? In
order to do this, I did need some
help as the majority of patches
probably don’t have instructions
with them!
There are two main types of
patches, one being sew on and
the other iron on. The iron on
patches will usually have a pale
coloured backing, which is the
glue, but these can be sewn on
just as easily. If you think you will
want to swap and change your

designs, then always sew and
don’t use heat. Once the glue has
been melted it will be permanent
on your jacket (or jeans or bag)
and can’t be removed. This
video was short and simple and
gave me all of the information
that I needed to get my jacket
customised. This process can
be very quick if you just want
to iron, and then secure with
stitching later while relaxing in
front of your television.
youtube.com/
watch?v=72Q3qWDWgKA

My rating: 7/10
To the point and no frills, so
no artistic inspiration here
but very useful.

RATINGS
PLUS

4

The Home Décor One

Something which I had never
even considered with recycling
denim was to make home
furnishings from all of the off
cuts. When I saw this video for
a patchwork blanket I loved
the look, and even better to
personalise it with some of
my favourite themes by using
patches.
If you have ventured into
the cutting and sewing realm
of customisation, then you
will surely have some bits
and pieces left over that you
don’t want to waste. You will
need squares, unless you are
confident in using different
shapes, and in your sewing
skills! Once you have your
fabric piled up, it really is
completely up to you on the
look and size of your quilt.

3

The Artistic Eye One

When I was a teenager I
remember decorating my
favourite pair of jeans with
hand painted bleach designs
and I loved the outcome. This
video takes the idea a huge step
further by using homemade
stencils (fantastic way to reuse
any old plastic files and wallets)
and will look much tidier. You
can go with any pattern or theme
and just create your stencil
using a craft knife, good scissors
or a scalpel. Alternatively, look
online or in decorating shops
for ready-made options, or try
using rubber stamps if you want
smaller embellishments.
Use regular bleach, and you
can dilute it if you want a softer
shade. If this makes you nervous

then try a bleach pen first until
you get used to the results. If you
want to go for a different look
completely, try filling a spray
bottle with bleach mixed with a
little bit of water and spray your
item from a distance, but make
sure to do this outside! Tie dye
is a huge trend right now and
this is so easy to do with bleach
and a few rubber bands or rags.
There are loads of online guides
available to help you experiment!
youtube.com/
watch?v=Zzjzju9R5Bg

My rating: 8/10
Great video for this technique
and it has given me lots of
ideas to try and research.

5

You can add in further unique
touches by decorating areas
with paint or adornments, and
this is where I think patches
would elevate the final piece.
If you don’t feel up to the idea
of a large quilt, why not use
this style and make cushion
covers instead? These would
be fun to use in the garden on
a picnic blanket or in the kids’
rooms. You will need to use a
sewing machine as this is labour
intensive.
youtube.com/
watch?v=wMV5UN5v6bs

My rating: 7/10
Excellent video for starting
the process, then watch
further links for more
detailed guidance.

The Family Craft One

If you want some projects which
the kids can get involved with,
and that won’t cost you a fortune,
then watch this video! All you will
really need is a good selection
of fabric paints and some denim
pieces. You will almost certainly
have most of the other bits for
these projects in the house
already. I have rediscovered
my love for puff paint, and any
good craft shop will have plenty
of options to choose from. For
the kids I would suggest getting
glitter and neon colours, as these
are just so much fun. Get the
whole family involved and let
them decide what they want to
spruce up.
If you are trying the bleach
art or tie dye ones then do

these outside and supervise
everything closely. My favourite
ideas are the cherry blossom
and dinosaur painting concepts
as you can put your own spin on
them. If you want to experiment
but not risk your cherished
items then keep an eye out for
second hand sales and clearance
racks. Also have a think about
including this as a birthday party
activity where your guests can
make something to take home.
youtube.com/
watch?v=cDQO1zskH9I

My rating: 9/10
The first ten minutes are
easy family friendly crafts,
after that it gets a bit more
complex!

The

Portuguese
cheeses
you have to try

T H E P R O T E C T E D D E S I G N AT I O N O F O R I G I N
( P D O) I S T H E E U R O P E A N R E CO G N I T I O N FO R
A N A G R I C U LT U R A L P R O D U C T O R F O O D ,
W H E R E T H E E N T I R E P R O D U C T I O N C YC L E ,
F R O M R A W M AT E R I A L T O F I N I S H E D G O O D S ,
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I S C A R R I E D O U T I N A S P E C I F I C T E R R I T O R Y.
ALL THESE PORTUGUESE CHEESES,
S E L E C T E D F O R U S B Y I D E A L I S TA ,
A R E T H E R E A L T H I N G . E N J OY

N

OT ONLY is Portugal a country with
plenty to see and do, but it is also well
known for its delicious gastronomic
scene, with local produce taking
centre stage. This includes wonderful
Portuguese cheeses, of which there are
many, offering a huge variety of tastes and textures,
some strong and sharp and distinctive, others smooth
and soft and mellow, oozing charm.

AZEITÃO CHEESE
With its creamy texture and strong flavour, this
Portuguese cheese isn’t for everyone and may only
appeal to certain palates. As its name suggests,
it is produced in Azeitão, in the municipality of
Setúbal, and is made from sheep’s milk. The perfect
accompaniment to a favourite bread or toast, it is
available in the main supermarkets, or in its home
region, Azeitão, 30 minutes from Lisbon. The cheese is
vegetarian-friendly – it is produced with thistle flower
instead of animal rennet.

SERRA DA ESTRELA CHEESE
Famous for its pungent aroma and a buttery texture,
Serra da Estrela sheep's cheese is widely known as the
‘King’ of Portuguese cheeses.
Part of its personality is the way it is served. It is
too creamy to be cut with a knife in the traditional
way. Instead, a circular shape is cut from the top of
the cheese, and its softly runny centre is enjoyed
in spoonfuls, or by dipping in your favourite crusty
bread.
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Top left, clockwise: Serra da Estrela curd cheese is produced in the region of the same name; São Jorge, a speciality of the
Azores; creamy soft Serra da Estrela, known as the king of Portuguese cheeses; Évora cheese

SERRA DA ESTRELA CURD

NISA CHEESE

If you're a fan of Italian ricotta, then Serra da
Estrela PDO curd may be the perfect choice for you.
This particular Portuguese cheese is produced by
precipitation or coagulation, a process in which heat is
used, making the final product ideal for spreading due to
its soft and delicate texture. This creamy white doughlike cheese is slightly granulated, but also smooth and
uniform, and is another typical product of the famous
Serra da Estrela. Enjoy it by itself to fully taste its
flavour, or combined with honey, pumpkin jam, pieces of
walnut, hazelnut or almond... the list goes on!

Also in Portugal’s Alentejo region, and produced with
Merina Branca sheep’s milk, is another famous cheese,
Nisa, a semi-hard cheese with a characteristic yellow
colour that is a favourite with vegetarians who opt for
the widely available varieties produced with vegetable
rennet. Made in local dairies that maintain traditional
production methods, this cheese, with its citrus flavour,
is best enjoyed with toast, or crackers, or in a sandwich
(we love it with soughdough bread).

TRANSMONTANO GOAT’S CHEESE
In the northwest of Portugal, we recommend trying
Transmontano goat’s cheese, a very hard, cured, salted
cheese which is prepared with goat’s milk. Despite its
deep yellow colour, you will also find red Transmontano
cheeses, painted with chili to intensify their flavour.
The pride of the Trás-os-Montes region, this delicacy
can be discovered all over the country – in local shops,
delicatessens and even supermarkets. Try it with bread,
in a salad or as a starter: it is perfect every time.

ÉVORA CHEESE
Less dense than Trás-os-Montes goat’s cheese, and
typical of the capital of the Alentejo, this cheese is semihard and yellowish in colour, produced with raw sheep's
milk from the regional Merina Branca breed. If you visit
the Alentejo region of Portugal and are a fan of salty and
slightly spicy cheeses, make sure to order a good mature
Évora cheese. However, if you prefer milder flavours, opt
for the fresh or less mature version and enjoy its delicate
but nevertheless intense flavour.

RABAÇAL CHEESE
Produced in a village of the same name, near Coimbra,
Rabaçal cheese is on the most-famous list. This white
cheese is a hard, mature cheese that is hand produced
from a mixture of sheep’s milk and goat’s milk. When you
try it, look out for its characteristic taste due to the Santa
Maria grass, a variety of natural thyme that is abundant
in the local area and is used to feed the sheep and goats
that supply the milk for the production of this cheese.

SÃO JORGE CHEESE
São Jorge cheese is made from cow’s milk and is a mature
cheese which is generally hard and has a yellowish
colour. This is obtained after a period of about 60 days,
during which the cheese is left to mature. Its production
began around 500 years ago on the island of São Jorge
in the Azores, and over the centuries the production
process has hardly changed. The quality of the island’s
vegetation makes a big difference, something which is
reflected in the quality of the milk and in the cheese with
its unique, slightly spicy taste. If you visit the Azores, this
is the perfect souvenir and can be bought in local delis
across the island.

CLASS ACT
T H E N E W S C H O O L Y E A R I S S TA R T I N G , B U T O U T S I D E
THE CLASSROOM THERE’S PLENTY GOING ON FOR
K I D S O F A L L A G E S . W E G AV E T O P M A R K S T O T H E S E
FOR SPECIAL INTEREST
L U C Y M AY E R
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DANCEXPRESSION
If you and your children love dancing,
Dancexpression in Portimão offers a range
of classes for three-year-olds right up to
17s. There’s contemporary dance, ballet,
modern, hip hop and singing. The company
is run by Heidi Silva, a professional dancer
who was born in the north of England and
attended the prestigious Laine Arts Theatre
School, which boasts musical, theatrical and
dance alumni including Victoria Beckham,
aka Posh Spice and Lee Latchford-Evans
of Steps super stardom. Children attending
Dancexpression have the chance to take a
ballet exam at six years old with the ISTD
(Imperial Society of Teachers of Dancing)

which has a long history after being founded
in England in 1904. They also get to take
part in an annual show, where they can put
the skills they’ve learned to use in front of
an audience. Plenty of choices for adults
ready to move it, too.
Dancexpression
Lt17 R/C Dto, Bº Independente
Rua Vale de Lagar
8500-818 Portimão
T: 963 417 495
E: Heidisparkles@hotmail.com
W: dandceexpressionn.pt
FB: Dancexpression

LEARNING
PLUS

SUZUKI ALGARVE

Suzuki Algarve
Rua Alexandre Herculano 47, L8
Portimão
T: 915 847 703
E: SuzukiAlgarve@gmail.com
W: Suzukialgarve.com
FB: Violin Guru

The thought of online learning following
mandatory online classes during the COVID
pandemic may make some recoil in fear, but
for those whose children excelled using this
way of teaching, Practice Portuguese for
Kids is here. The website is aimed at adults
but has also created a special children’s
section due to growing demand from
younger learners. It’s perfect as a starter
for children either wanting to learn the
language from scratch or for children who
need to brush up on their language skills.
The alphabet, basic greetings, grammar and
vocabulary are taught via a bright and easyto-use website. Attention is then focused on
more day-to-day subjects like animals and
food. Flash cards are used to mark progress
and there are quizzes, videos, podcasts and
an interactive app. Practice Portuguese is
also now featured on board TAP Airlines,
Portugal’s flagship carrier airline, so you can
learn on the go. Members pay €15 per month
for unlimited access.
Practice Portuguese
W: Practiceportuguese.com
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Suzuki Algarve is run by Rebecca
Christopherson, a violinist trained in
the specialised Suzuki school of playing.
This method is described as “a teaching
philosophy dating from the mid-20th
century, created by Japanese violinist and
pedagogue Shinichi Suzuki.” It aims to
“create an environment for learning music
which parallels the linguistic environment of
acquiring a native language.”
Before starting on a music course with
Rebecca, parents are asked to consider
questions such as whether their child has
good focus and is able to take instructions
from adults. Foundational classes for
children aged three to six are all about
getting a feel for music. The starter
programme, Meet the Instruments, gets
youngsters acquainted with instruments
including pianos, guitars and violins as well
as their own voices. It’s often the first chance
a child may get to touch and experience an
instrument. The Music Workshops that follow
are aimed at five- to eight-year-olds and hone
in on the intricacies of music like melody and
rhythm. Both in-person classes and online
tuition are available. There are lessons for
adults, too.

ALGARVE P L U S

There are lessons to be
learned, whatever your
interest and ability.
Youngsters who want to
dance get a huge choice of
classes and genres, from
classic to contemporary
and a chance to show off
their skills on stage at
Dancexpression
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ALGARVE SWIMMING
Swimming is one of the most important life
skills one can learn, especially when you’re
in the Algarve and surrounded by water,
whether it be the sea or swimming pools.
Algarve Swimming in Lagos is the brainchild
of Yvonne Fisher, an Algarve resident for
13 years, who puts safety at the forefront
of every lesson. Her swim club is aimed at
babies, toddlers and children, with different
stages of learning for each. One of the most
important techniques children in the classes
learn is how to turn around and swim to the
side of the pool.
Testimonials from parents applaud the
emphasis on safety and Yvonne managing
to get their children in the water tear-free.
Mums and Dads are also encouraged to get
into the water for baby swimming, a ‘magical’
experience that aims to form a lifelong bond
with the water. The Swim Club for over
sevens who can already swim 100 metres
or more expands on swimming techniques
like front crawl, breaststroke, butterfly and
back stroke, as well as working on ways
to improve speed and competitiveness.
Yvonne is ASA recognised and follows the
ASA Awards Scheme, which offers badges
and certificates to mark milestones. Yvonne
also offers a Personal Survival Award, which
requires the child to swim in PJs and learn
basic rescue skills for themselves and others.
Algarve Swimming
SAL Spa
R: Direita 44, 8600-160 Luz
T: 917 953 914
E: info@algarveswimming.com
W: Algarveswimming.com

Fun classes out
of school, run by
knowledgeable
professionals in each
field, could form the
basis of an interest that
develops over the years.
Painting and cookery
always score high

MINI MIMO ALGARVE

N’ICE PARK

Food is huge on the Algarve, and what better
way to develop your little one’s culinary
skills than with a cooking workshop? Mimo
Algarve is the on-site cooking school at Pine
Cliffs Resort in Albufeira, equipped with
state-of-the-art utensils and appliances.
Mini Mimo is the kitchen’s two-hour session
designed especially for children aged five to
eight. After donning their apron, it’s time to
dive in. This fun, creative approach not only
allows for a hands-on ‘messy’ experience
but it also aims to develop a lifelong love
of cooking. Children are taught simple
recipes like pastries and cupcakes using
local produce, followed by the best part of
all – the tasting. Building confidence in the
kitchen is a big part of the learning process
alongside basic culinary skills and even some
of the chef’s secrets.
Mini Mimo
Pine Cliffs Resort
Praia Da Falesia
8200-909 Albufeira.
T: 300 509 188
E: concierge.algarve@pinecliffs.com
W: pinecliffs.com/en/mimo-algarve

N’ice Park in Quarteira offers a range of
activities for children including the very
popular drawing masterclass for budding
artists. Materials are provided during this
two-hour afternoon workshop, where the
basics of drawing are taught. Youngsters
also get to enjoy a drink and snack as they
start their foray into the world of art. And
every child will take home a finished artwork
measuring 40x50cm. The classes take place
on Fridays, Saturdays and Sundays, and
participants are encouraged to be creative
while making friends and learning the skills
and techniques needed to develop into
a future artist. Drawing masterclass for
children: €45. There are many other activities
at N’Ice Park, including ice skating, Zumba
classes and theatre school.
N’ice Park
Sector 2, lote U
Urbanização Quinta do Romão
8125-301 Quarteira.
T: +351 931 351 206
E: nicepark.algarve@gmail.com
W: nicepark.pt

WE LOOK FORWARD TO
CELEBRATING A NEW YOU.

Jim

H A I R A RT I S TS

Pho ne or em a i l for t h at s pec i a l a pp oi n tm e n t.
T: +351 914 452 315 E : j i m h a i r a rt i st s @ gm a i l .c om
E stra da Va l e do Lob o 9 47 A | 81 3 5 - 016 A l m a n c i l
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of the month...
PROPERTY

SUPERB QUINTA-STYLE
COUNTRY HOME
FABULOUS VIEWS AND BE AUTIFULLY-WROUGHT TR ADITIONAL FE ATURES
MAKE THIS A VERY SPECIAL PROPERT Y IN A BRE ATHTAKING LOCATION











The house was thoroughly
refurbished by the present owners
in 2021 with real attention to
authentic Portuguese detail.
New electrics, new plumbing, new
kitchen, new bathrooms and part of
a new roof.







Four bedrooms with fitted
wardrobes. Master bedroom with
en-suite bathroom. One bedroom
currently used as a TV room.
Spacious sitting room with a wood
burning fireplace (Fogo Montanha).
Dining room and semi open-plan
kitchen. Separate laundry area.



Covered BBQ terrace with builtin benches and a table.
Separate guest annex with
bedroom, bathroom and
kitchenette. Ideal to rent out or
for independent guests.
Air conditioning, mains
electricity and mains water
(which comes from a local well,
and it is free of charge to the
village).
Heated pool with three water
cascades.



Building: 230m²; plot 416m².



Price: €750,000



Ref: 7Q22115

This wonderful
3-bedroom quinta
in the peaceful
countryside just
north of São Brás
has a one-bedroom
guest annex with
its own private
terrace

T O V I E W : T: +3 5 1 9 1 9 1 3 6 1 4 6 / E : i n f o @ s e ve n q u i n t a s . c o m / W : s e ve n q u i n t a s . c o m

PROPERTY
PLUS

BEDROOMS

4 bedrooms on
different levels

B AT H R O O M S

Three bathrooms
and guest WC

S PACE

Several terraces at
different levels

PAR KI N G
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Electric gates to an
area for two cars

POOL

Heated pool with
cascades

Centro O Tradicional
1st Floor
Rua do Comércio
Apartado 3373
8136-906 Almancil
Algarve, Portugal
+351 919 136 146
AMI: 7490

ADICO
BY IN-PETTO
In order to see the
outdoor collection of
Adico, please arrange an
appointment to visit us.

Rua dos Malhadais 126
8100-082 Boliqueime

www.adico.pt

groothandel@in-petto.nl

www.in-petto.nl

00 351 910 440 728
in_petto_groothandel

Photos by Ma Chaise

Manuela, the highly
experienced beautician
from Germany, employs the
latest technology at her
salon, where the focus is
on tailor-made anti-ageing,

MAGIC
BEAUTY
Ageing can wait...
Beautiful skin and
sculpted muscles are
no coincidence.

skin-refining and hydrating
treatments.
Now, with the new Emsculpt
treatment, focus is on the
hips, abdomen, upper legs,
upper arms and buttocks, and
muscles are increased by 16%
and fat decreased by 19-23%
after just four treatments.
Book your complimentary
consultation now!

Av. 5 Outubro 137,
8135-100 Almancil
T
W

927 599 283

magicbeauty.info

f Magic Beauty Almancil

READS
PLUS

FULLY

booked

If, like me, you loved the Vikings series on
Netflix, you’ll relish the opportunity to do
it all again with this series of books. This
epic Viking adventure, packed with battles,
treachery, blood and gore, begins in 865 AD.
The fierce Vikings stormed onto Saxon soil
hungry for spoils, conquest and vengeance
for the death of Ragnar Lothbrok.
Hundr, a Northman with a dog’s name, a
crew of battle-hardened warriors and Ivar the
Boneless are all there. Amidst the invasion
of Saxon England by the sons of Ragnar
Lothbrok, Hundr joins a crew of Viking
warriors under the command of Einar the
Brawler. Hundr fights to forge a warrior’s
reputation under the glare of Ivar and his
equally fearsome brothers.
It’s all so violent and bloody, with incredible
battle scenes with the Saxons and treachery
from within the Viking army itself. Hundr
must navigate the invasion, survive brutal
attacks, and find his place in the vicious world
of the Vikings in this fast-paced adventure,
and amongst a raft of memorable characters.
Deeply evocative, I could almost smell the
blood and hear the rhythmic thudding of
those Nordic shields.
Fabulous first book of the series.

EXTRAORDINARY WOMEN IN
HISTORY
By Leah Gail
Publisher: Independently published
Genre: Biography
Compiling the incredible real-life stories of
70 remarkable women throughout history,
this brilliant book seeks to inspire and
empower women of all backgrounds to
dream big and break barriers by sharing the
amazing achievements of truly unstoppable
female heroes.
From female daredevils and pioneering
innovators to radical reformers, dedicated
activists, leaders, wordsmiths, artists and
veterans; and inside you’ll discover the
lives and legacies of this huge variety of
trailblazers, that include:
Junko Tabei, the first female to reach
the summit of Mount Everest; Lily Parr, the
unstoppable English star of women’s football;
Mary Eliza Mahoney, the first licensed AfricanAmerican nurse; Marie Curie, the pioneer of
Radioactivity; Harriet Tubman, an incredible
icon for anti-slavery; Empress Suiko, the first
female regnant in Japan’s recorded history;
Hattie McDaniel, the first African American
to win an Oscar; Irena Sendler, who rescued
2,500 Jewish children in the Second World
War; Gudrid Thorbjarnardóttir, the most
travelled woman of the Middle Ages.
A brilliant potted biography of 70 women
which I found fascinating.

l

By Peter Gibbons
Publisher: Independently published
Genre: Historical fiction
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H A R D T O T E L L W H AT D A W N A N N A N D A L E
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RABBIT HOLE

GOOD COP BAD COP
By Simon Kernick
Publisher: Headline
Genre: Crime drama

By Mark Billingham
Publisher: Sphere
Genre: Fiction

It’s 14 years after the worst terrorist atrocity
in UK history and, with the perpetrators
either dead or missing, the motive remains
a mystery. But Dr Ralph Teller, a wealthy
industrialist who lost his wife in the attack,
never gave up hope of justice. He thinks he
knows the real identity of the mastermind
responsible.
Only one person can help him put together
the final pieces of the puzzle – retired Police
Officer Chris Sketty.
Sketty infiltrated the terrorist group and
was wounded trying to prevent the attack.
But Teller thinks Sketty is a liar and possibly
far worse. Teller has a dossier on all the
former cop’s dark secrets and will make them
public unless Sketty tells the truth.
This is a brutal tale of betrayal,
ruthlessness and corruption, finishing with a
revelation so terrifying and unexpected that
it will change everything. Is Sketty a brave
hero, crippled in the line of duty, or the most
ruthless mass murderer the country has ever
seen?
Loved it – twists and turns until the very
last page.

THE SUMMER THAT
CHANGED US
By Cathy Bramley
Publisher: Orion
Genre: Chicklit
This is a lovely, happy, sad, happy again ray of
sunshine kind of feel-good book. It’s lighthearted and sweet and just the ticket if you
are looking for an easy-going book to read on
holiday.
The sparkling seaside village of Merle Bay is
a place where anyone can have a fresh start.
For Katie, it is the perfect hideout after a
childhood trauma left her feeling exposed.
For Robyn, the fresh sea air is helping to
heal her scars, but maybe not her marriage.
For Grace, a new start could help her move
on from a heartbreaking loss.
When they meet on Sea Glass Beach one
day, they form an instant bond and soon
they’re sharing prosecco, laughter and even
their biggest secrets.
Together, the women feel stronger than
ever before. So, can their friendship help
them face old fears and find happy endings as
well as new beginnings?
Yes, a bit predictable but totally marvellous
and one of those chick-lit books you will adore.

THE GREAT BRITISH
BUCKET LIST
By Richard Madden
Publisher: National Trust Books
Genre: Travel

Book of
the month
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Mark Billingham is the creator of the brilliant
DI Thorne series. This book is a standalone
thriller with a fascinatingly different approach
to storytelling. I don’t want to spoil anything so
will be careful here. The tale begins with...
“My name is Alice. I’m a Police Officer. I’m
trying to solve a murder on a psychiatric ward.
But I’m also a patient.”
They were meant to be safe on Fleet Ward:
psychiatric patients monitored, treated, cared
for. But, now one of their number is found
murdered and the accusations begin to fly. Was it
one of his fellow patients? A member of staff? Or
did someone come in from the outside?
DC Alice Armitage is methodical, tireless, and
she’s quickly on the trail of the killer. The only
problem is, Alice is a patient too.
Excellent, unusual and thoroughly gripping.

Discover white sandy beaches, fly a Spitfire
and tuck into the perfect fish & chips. If you
want to skydive or swim with sharks, stop
reading now. This book is all about achievable
adventures that celebrate the very best of
Britain.
Travel writer Richard Madden has compiled
the ultimate bucket list of unique experiences
that can be enjoyed in the UK, from cheese
rolling in Gloucestershire and stargazing in
Northumberland, to a cliff- top theatre in
Cornwall or an opera with a Champagne picnic
and magnificent views of the South Downs.
The adventures to be ticked off the list also
include glamping, exploring ancient castles
and foraging for wild food. And of course
(this being Britain) there are plenty of ideas
for rainy days. A marvellous book full of
wonderful ideas for days out.

Sarah Nicollier Interiors is responsible for
exquisite interiors, renovations and
refurbishments that transform empty spaces into
coveted and much-loved homes.
With an acute focus on customer service, each project is
tailored to meet the specific tastes of the client, with all their needs being looked after
from start to finish – and beyond.
For Sarah’s team, a personal service and consultative approach is a crucial part of the
design process. She works closely with each client, ensuring every detail is carefully
crafted and considered, no matter how large or small.
We speak English, French, German and Swedish.
For enquiries please contact sarah@sarahnicollier.com or +351 962 109 698
+351 962 109 698 . SARAH@SARAHNICOLLIER.COM
S A R A H N I C O L L I E RU K . C O M . @ S A R A H N I C O L L I E R U K

Drought
and the

Mediterranean
garden
W E O R I G I N A L LY R A N T H I S A R T I C L E
T W O Y E A R S A G O B U T W I T H T H E H E AT
O F T H I S S U M M E R , W E T H O U G H T I T WA S
W O R T H A R E P E AT B E C A U S E T H E M E S S A G E
S TAY S T H E S A M E : O V E R I R R I G AT E A N D
YO U C A N S AY G O O D B Y E T O W H AT C O U L D
BE A DAZZLE OF COLOUR

Wo rd s:

OLIVIER FILIPPI

Wo rd s:

ANNA ZIELANZY

D

ROUGHT has always been considered as a

limitation for gardens. We have all been
influenced by the temperate climate
garden model, in which thriving shrubs
and lush perennials surround a perfect
lawn. Every month, gardening magazines
make us dream of superb gardens,
generally in northern Europe.
Beautiful photographs in gardening books promote an
image of rustic scenes, where roses and clematis grow
intertwined. Yet, in areas with a mediterranean climate, these
ideal conditions are a dream that can never be fulfilled.
Instead of gentle light we have brutal sunshine; instead of
rich soil we have the stony dry soil. The drier the climate,
the harder it seems to make a garden. It is as if we are
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Opposite page: Lavandula dentata. This page, from the back: Lavandula dentata, Erigeron karvinskianus, white flowered Gaura
lindheimeri, yellow Genista lydia, pink Saponaria ocymoides, low growing Achillea millefolium, white Convolvulus cneorum . Following
page, left: Ceanothus Concha with Artemisia abrotanum; right: Ebenus Cretica

engaged in a ceaseless battle against a hostile environment.
Nevertheless, dry climates offer extraordinary gardening
possibilities. Paradoxically, thanks to a long tradition of a
passion for gardening and botanical research, it is in England
that the largest collections of drought-resistant plants have
been amassed. These plants are jealously cared for as if
they were precious rarities, grown in raised rock gardens to
ensure perfect drainage, and sometimes cultivated under
glass to protect them from an excess of winter wet. Gardenlovers flock to the Royal Horticultural Society’s famous
garden at Wisley, south of London, to admire a sophisticated
rock garden re-created under glass. Its treasures include
plants that often no one bothers even to glance at on our
Mediterranean roadsides – Rhodanthemum from Morocco,
Erodium from Greece or Sideritis from Turkey. While English

plantsmen pride themselves on their collections of plants
for dry conditions, gardeners further south are desperately
watering their lawns, but achieve nothing more than a
mediocre imitation of an English garden.
Rather than drought, it is often the misguided use of
irrigation that limits the range of plants in mediterranean
gardens. Many dry-climate plants are in fact easy to grow if
we respect the conditions of their native habitat, but become
extremely capricious as soon as we try to water them in
summer. The cistuses of the garrigue, the ceanothuses
that cover the hillsides of California, or the capers that
billow down Sicilian cliffs quite simply cannot tolerate the
combination of heat and moisture. Irrigation during our
blazing summers generally proves fatal to them.
If you water your garden during the hot weather you will
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Algarve Nurseries
Recommended for Mediterranean and
drought-tolerant plants
JARDIMSECO
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Paisotec Unip. Lda
Tavira 8800-502

never be able to grow the full range of plants adapted to the
mediterranean climate. The beautiful Salvia candelabrum
will be nothing more than a fantasy, the magnificent
Fremontodendron covered in golden flowers won’t stand
a chance. Don’t bother even to dream of the vibrant blue
of Lithodora fruticosa or of the soft, silky pink flowers of
Ebenus cretica: irrigation will kill them just as surely as a
powerful dose of herbicide. Automatic watering systems are
one of the worst inventions of the modern mediterranean
gardener. You may think you are making life easier while in
fact all you’re doing is limiting the range of plants that can
survive in your garden. Without realizing it, you are helping
to reduce the plant palette to uniformity. In region after
region, gardens end up all looking much the same, having
lost the individual identity that is linked to their particular
climate and soil conditions.
What will happen if you stop watering? Well, yes, the
plants that need water will die, one after another. So what
will be left? Everyone dreads the idea of a miserable-looking
garden, where dusty borders contain only a few spiny plants,
and wretched shrubs eke out a meagre existence. We feel
instinctively that water brings luxuriance and variety, and
that dryness restricts our gardening possibilities. Yet, exactly
the opposite is true. Most gardeners are unaware that the
natural flora of mediterranean-climate regions is a lot richer
than that of temperate regions.
Olivier Filippi, who has studied gardens and plants in
Mediterranean climates for more than 40 years, runs a
specialist nursery for dry garden plants in south west
France and will send plants to Portugal. See his online
catalogue at jardin-sec.com. For more information on
waterwise gardening there is a range of books available
from MGAP online bookshop:
mgaportugal.org/BooksGB.html

Speciality: Own grown
plants suited to dry gardens.
Trees, shrubs, droughtresistant and ground cover
succulents in unusual
varieties
967 495 831
jardimseco@paisotec.com
jardimseco.com

CAMINHOS
SOMBREADOS
Est. De Canada, Lagoa
Speciality: Mediterranean
plants, shrubs and
succulents
917 795 395
caminhos.viveiros@gmail.com

VIVEIROS JOSÉ
MARIA DINIS, LDA
Vale Pereiro, 8550-319,
Monchique
Speciality: Producer of fruit
trees, ornamental trees, and
garden plants with large
range of citrus.
966 522 033

VIVEIRO NOSSO
NINHO
Porches, Lagoa
Speciality: succulents, bulbs,
ground cover.
968 702 836
marvanneste@yahoo.co.uk
nossoninho.com

VIVEIRO VERDE
Quelfes, Moncarapacho

VIVEIROS DO CARDAL
Quinta Do Cardal
Ribeiro Meirinho CP130A
São Bartolomeu De Messines
8375-071
Speciality: Good selection of
ornamental trees and shrubs
in various sizes
282 332 640
geral@viveirosdocardal.pt
viveirosdocardal.pt

Speciality: Robust plants,
shrubs and trees for
Mediterranean gardens and
garden herbs.
963 550 154
karinundjens@clix.pt

Delivering to the
Algarve
SEMENTES DE
PORTUGAL
Speciality: Native plants
and Mediterranean
meadow seed mixes. Online
seedshop.
262 094 789
geral@sementesdeportugal.pt
sementesdeportugal.pt

toldolanda.com
914609517

Toldolanda
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Riding
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established 1985

PINETREES

BACK TO R I D I N G SCHOOL

CENTRO HÍPICO | RIDING CENTRE

New term starts September, sign on now for:
Resident groups now re-forming
New riders
Riding gear, insurance, and tax included in the price
Special deals for Residents for 10 hours
Located between Vale de Lobo and Quinta do Lago
Tel: + (351) 289 394 369 | + (351) 919 363 190 | bevpinetrees@gmail.com | www.pinetrees.pt | Bev Gibbons, BHS Int. Teaching Certi cate |

Pinetrees Riding

No 1 on the Algarve for Synthetic Grass Solutions.
We strive for perfection and only deliver the best.

www.grasshoppergreens.com

l NO WATERING
l NO MOWING
l LOW MAINTENANCE
l LOOKS BEAUTIFUL YEAR ROUND

Since 2005 Grasshopper Greens has completed over 1500 projects in the Algarve.
We are a specialist team, fully experienced in all areas of Synthetic Grass installation,
offering you full design and fitting.
Putting Greens l Lawns l Tennis Courts l Football Pitches
Playing Areas l Roof Terraces l Leisure & Sporting Areas
Mobile: (+351) 910 365 071

l

Office Tel: (+351) 289 093 387

l

l

Mini Golf

info@grasshoppergreens.com
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be life or death. They usually have thorough
medical checks.
11 The biggest challenge so far? I
would have to say the six-day, 250km run
through the Amazon. You carry all your
equipment, you are never dry, and every
living thing is trying to eat you!
.
12 Which charities have you
supported over the years? Mencap,
Farleigh Hospice, MSA, Refood Algarve,
mental health charities and others.

1 How long have you lived in the
Algarve? I moved here with my wife Erika
and three daughters in 2008 after selling the
Internet retailer we founded, Buyagift.com.
2 Your business here, SandyBlue, what
is its specialisation? SandyBlue is the
Golden Triangle’s leading full-service rental
agency. We launched in 2008 on the back of
our own property portfolio.

important part of my day. Running gives me
clarity of thought and fundraising gives me
the motivation to push myself.
6 When did you start treks and runs to
fund raise? Since 2003 I have been running
marathons to raise money. In 2006, someone
challenged me to run the Marathon des
Sables and I agreed without knowing what
it was.

3 Has the market really gone crazy this
year – how many properties did you
handle in 2021, and how many so far
this year? SandyBlue grew from strength to
strength during the pandemic as more people
turned to villa holidays and we took a very
proactive approach. Our exclusive portfolio
has grown from 70 to now over 100.

7 When was your first marathon? It was
the London Marathon in 2003. I’ve been
lucky enough to run it ten times.

4 Your owners and clients – which
nationalities? Since the pandemic, we truly
are an international business with guests and
owners from all over the world. Collectively,
our teams speak more than eight languages!

9 How do you find out about these
ventures? Usually other runners you meet
give you your next crazy idea.

5 How do you fit in the time for
your other passion – fundraising for
charities? My daily runs are the most

8 So where have you run across the
world? Big city marathons and across the
Sahara three times, through the Amazon, in
the Andes, up the Himalayas and in Iceland.

10 Is it easy to be accepted or do you
have to show past records, etc? It’s easy
to be accepted but really important to know
what you are letting yourself in for and getting
your training right. These events can literally

16 What Algarve cause would you like
to fundraise for? The bombeiros – they
are real heroes.
17 How do you promote events to
raise awareness and encourage
donations? SandyBlue owners and clients
are very generous and I’m also lucky enough
to have a great network.
18 Best way to donate? The easiest way
is to set up a fundraising page, justgiving.
com and gofundme.com
19 What’s coming up when the heat
of summer dies down? I’m giving myself
a few months since finishing the Marathon
des Sables in April to think about it. My
youngest daughter Maia might be joining
me on my next one!
20 What would you say to others to
get them involved? Set yourself a goal
today, and you will change your life. Eat
better, give up smoking, drink less and
start running – you will feel better within
a week. Set a realistic goal, whether that be
your first 5km or a marathon. Once you’ve
succeeded, choose another! Pick a cause
that means a lot to you and you will have
support of others! Good luck!
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15 Do you train year round here –
how often? Yep, at least five days a week
whatever the heat – in fact, the hotter the
better! We are lucky to have so many trails,
beaches and great resorts to run through.

l

F U N D R A I S I N G F O R S P E C I A L C A U S E S . . . T H AT I S T H E
PA S S I O N A N D D R I V I N G F O R C E F O R J O E M O U N TA I N ,
C O - F O U N D E R O F S A N DY B LU E , W H O H A S T R AV E L L E D
T H E W O R L D T O TA K E U P A PA R T I C U L A R C H A L L E N G E

14 What do you reckon you have
raised since your first run? I would like
to think close to €100k.

ALGARVE P L U S

20 questions...

13 Do you choose an event
according to the charity, or the
challenge? Sometimes I have a
challenge and decide who to run for;
sometimes a cause and I choose a
challenge.

NIGEL
MOORE
TITLE THE WRITING'S ON THE WALL
WHERE Loulé
WHEN January 2022
WHAT’S SPECIAL Unusual wall with
solitary piece of graffiti
ADVICE TO OTHERS Minimalistic shots
can be found not only in open spaces.
CAMERA Fuji X100V
RUI’S VIEW

“None of the elements are beautiful,
but the composition and the colour
contrast make me linger on this photo.
Minimalist photography is all about
capturing the essence of a scene
with as few elements as possible.
Outstanding!”
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Judging this month’s submissions from members of the Algarve Photographers’ Group
under the brief ‘Minimalism’ is Rui Serra Ribeiro (serraribeiro.com), whose own
portfolio includes property, events, weddings, fine art and more. Rui was suitably
impressed with the work of the members, whose next exhibition – Working with Hands –
will open on 30 September at 17:00, at Museu do Traje in São Brás.

Interpretations
LUDI
STEIBNER
TITLE THE STAR OF THE PLATE
WHERE At home
WHEN Last month, preparing chili con
carne.
WHAT’S SPECIAL The simplicity and
purity of it.
ADVICE TO OTHERS Don’t complicate
things and make it simple, using
something natural.
CAMERA My Samsung mobile phone.
RUI’S VIEW

“Well balanced in lighting and whites.
‘Less is more’ (Ludwig Mies van der
Rohe, architect - 1886–1969). If the
colour motif was in the lower right
corner maybe the result would be
even more intriguing.”

PHOTOGRAPHY
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TONY
WOODS
TITLE MINIMALIST
WHERE Tavira
WHEN July 2022
WHAT’S SPECIAL The lines formed by
the window frames.
ADVICE TO OTHERS Look for simple
and uniform shapes and patterns.
CAMERA iPhone 13 pro max
RUI’S VIEW

“Minimalism emerged in the late
1960s in New York, first appearing in
the visual arts and later in sculpture,
architecture, design and photography.
I think this is an excellent example
that also makes use of reflection.”
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FRED
BOS
TITLE DUO
WHERE Hoge Hexel, The Netherlands.
WHEN January 2015
WHAT’S SPECIAL The serene
atmosphere and the farm in the distance.
ADVICE TO OTHERS Use a wide angle
lens to capture all of it.
CAMERA Nikon D7100
RUI’S VIEW

“The choice of black and white and
the horizon line in the lower third of
the image contribute greatly to the
minimalism of the photo.”

BART
HAGEMAN
TITLE SEASCAPE
WHERE Scheveningen, the Netherlands
WHEN August 2014
WHAT’S SPECIAL The sea is so calm that
the image becomes minimalist with the
Stand up paddlers.
ADVICE TO OTHERS Be able to shift fast
when your subject suddenly changes, and try
leave as much outside of the image as possible.
CAMERA Fuji X-T3
RUI’S VIEW

“The timing is fantastic, or the photo editing
is equally fantastic. What really matters is
the final result. Congratulations!”

The family-run Amesbury Abbey Group offers
an elegant retirement in country house style at
Monte da Palhagueira.
For those who are looking for the reassurance of
constant professional care, our nursing care may
be the way forward. Alongside all the beneﬁts of
residential care, our nursing care adds the additional
security of 24-hour care provision from qualiﬁed
nursing professionals.
Our team spend a lot of time getting to know each
resident as an individual, learning their preferences
and understanding their concerns, working hand in
hand with GPs and other associated care professionals
to provide outstanding personalised nursing care.

NURSING CARE

Here when
you need us

Our exceptional care team treat all our residents
with respect, dignity and friendship, and our nursing
home has a warm, family atmosphere. Each individual
aspect of our nursing care is designed to give our
residents the best possible quality of life and the
highest standards of 24-hour care.

For further information, please contact
Senior Sister Hazel Gordon at
T: +351 289 990 900
E: mdpnursinghome@amesburyabbey.com
Monte da Palhagueira, Gorjôes, 8005-488
Santa Barbara de Nexe, Algarve
www.retirementvillageportugal.co.uk

BUY WITH CONFIDENCE, SELL WITH SUCCESS
www.dgalgarveproperties.com

social media | redes sociais
DG Algarve Properties | (+351) 289 355 336 | (+351) 912 391 925 | dora@dgalgarveproperties.com
Estrada de Vale do Lobo, Rua Manuel Teixeira Gomes 947 1º Dto, 8135 - 016 Almancil, Portugal

AMI 14557

on your smartphone or tablet

R E D E C O R AT I N G O R N E W LY- F U R N I S H I N G Y O U R H O M E I N T H E
A LG A R V E I S M I N D - M A N G L I N G E N O U G H W H E N YO U A R E R I G H T
T H E R E , B U T D O I N G I T R E M O T E LY F R O M A N O T H E R C O U N T R Y I S A
R E C I P E F O R C O S T LY A N D A N N O Y I N G M I S TA K E S

H

Wo rd s:

CH R I S PAR TR I DG E

APPILY, if you have a high-end

smartphone or tablet you can
use the new technology of
augmented reality (AR) to play
with ideas and visualise how new
décor ideas will work.
The latest detector to be added
to smartphone cameras is known
as a time-of-flight or lidar sensor, and it estimates the
distance between the camera and objects nearby. It
does this by sending out a spray of infra-red pulses and
measuring the time each takes to be reflected back, so
the distance to each point can be calculated and a 3D
picture of the surroundings built up. It’s a bit like the
lidar systems that enable self-driving cars to ‘see’ their
environment, but without the laser.
Time-of-flight sensors are used to help the camera
focus, improving performance in low light and helping to

generate ‘bokeh’ effects – that blurring of the background
in portrait shots – but they are also used in the exciting
area of augmented reality, where images of the real world
are blended with computer-generated material.
Typical uses include adding information to pictures
and entertainment – the amazingly popular Pokemon
Go uses AR to place the cute little creatures in the scene
on your screen. Lego also has a very popular app that
brings your Lego creations to life on the screen of an ARequipped smartphone or tablet.
A popular application is to scan the interiors of your
home and use AR to play with new decorative schemes,
add new furniture or even experiment with moving walls.
The results can be very impressive and provide a great
way of visualising exactly what your plans will look like
in real life. But one word of warning right at the start:
time-of-flight sensors are not accurate enough to risk
actually buying stuff on its recommendations, and mobile

l
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A bit of imagination
and the right app
and you can get your
thoughts together to
show your interior
decorator

apps are not yet powerful enough to create realistic interior
décor like paint schemes and so on. For that, you need
professional desktop software and a professional interior
decorator to use it.
The most popular interiors AR system is produced,
perhaps predictably, by IKEA, and is incredibly useful if
you simply want to assemble their flatpack furniture in
your home or the property you are planning to rent out.
The app reduces the risk of discovering you can’t fit
your new purchase in the space
available after all.
Called IKEA Place, the app
is available for iOS, iPadOS and
Android. Once installed, you simply
start the app and point the camera
at the area you want to place new
furniture in. Tap the + sign at the
bottom of the screen and you will be
taken to the IKEA website to choose
the item you want, either by entering
the name if you have it, or browsing
the catalogue. Click on the item and
it will (possibly after a short delay)
appear in position in your room, at
the correct size. You can then move it
to find which position is best.
A really cool feature is the ability to select one of your own
pieces of furniture and the app will suggest a suitable IKEA
replacement and show how it will look in your home.
The next step for IKEA is an app for decorating a room,
including paint schemes, lighting and everything else.
This system, called IKEA Studio, is being created by app
developers in Copenhagen and is already available for beta
testers, but for iOS only. Sadly, there is no indication yet
when the full app will be available, or when an Android
version will be launched.

Many professional interior designers swear by SketchUp,
computer-aided design software until recently only
available for desktop computers (and quite high-powered
ones at that). Now, however, SketchUp is available for iPad
and it uses all of the iPad’s AR capabilities to help capture
photorealistic 3D models of the interiors of your home.
Once the model is created, you can do virtual makeovers,
create new kitchens and even design new features such as
patios or extensions. It does require quite a lot of practice,
however, and most people will
prefer to get a professional in rather
than endure the pain of education.
The other downside to SketchUp
for iPad is the price – an annual
subscription of $119. SketchUp
files created on computer can,
however, be viewed on iPad for
free, so if your interiors guru uses
SketchUp you might be able to
examine their proposals in the
comfort of your home.
The next step in viewing
technology is, all experts agree,
Virtual Reality – those screens that
strap on the front of your face to
exclude the real world. Meta (née
Facebook) sells its Oculus VR headsets and Apple is said
to be on the verge of announcing a rival but much more
expensive system.
The big plus for VR headsets for would-be interior
designers is that they will offer a completely immersive
experience – you will be able to wander round your
renovated home and look at it from every angle in
glorious colour.
The drawback will be when you bang your shins on the
coffee table in your old, unrenovated living room.

You can use
augmented reality
(AR) to play with
new decorative
schemes, or even
experiment with
moving walls.
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JANE BIRKIN
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Back in the Swinging Sixties, Londoner Jane Birkin
became France’s idea of the cool, mini-skirted English
girl. She began her acting career in trendy movies like
Blow-Up – which also made a star of David Hemmings
– and in 1968 began a professional and personal
relationship with musician Serge Gainsbourg. Their
heavy-breathing pop duet Je t’aime… Moi Non Plus was
banned by the BBC at one point, which of course meant
that it sold millions and turned both its creators into
stars. Jane later appeared in successful films like Evil
under the Sun and has been based in France, where she
had many hit records, ever since. She and Serge had a
daughter, Charlotte, together, before separating in 1980.
“It’s very flattering to have the most beautiful songs – in
French – written for one, but how much talent did I really
have?” she has said.
In 1983, fashion house Hermes designed the ‘Birkin
bag’ for her – though she has later complained it
is “too heavy”. She has continued to work, now
writing her own songs, and was awarded an
OBE in 2001, in addition to her French Ordre
National du Merite. Based in Paris, she has two
surviving daughters and five grandchildren,
and her filmmaker daughter Charlotte recently
made a biographical film about her.
Jane suffered a stroke in 2021 but has recovered
well and continues to support humanitarian causes
like Amnesty International. New Birkin bags, incidentally,
cost very many tens of thousands of euros; pre-loved
ones often even more.
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Wo rd s:

JILL ECKERSLEY

BARRY GIBB

70s

British-born, Australian-raised, and currently with homes in Buckinghamshire and Miami, Barry Gibb is the
last of the Bee Gees. Barry was born on the Isle of Man and raised in Manchester, England with his younger
twin brothers Maurice and Robin and their junior brother Andy, all of whom achieved huge success,
both together and as solo artists. Barry originally formed a skiffle group when he was a
teenager. After the family moved to Queensland, the brothers began writing and singing
together, returning to the UK in the sixties where their early hits like Massachusetts and New
York Mining Disaster 1941 soon made the charts. However, it was with their work for the
soundtrack of the 1977 movie Saturday Night Fever that they really defined the Seventies
disco sound with songs like Stayin’ Alive. Barry, as chief songwriter, was equally at home
with ballads like How Deep Is Your Love. He is said to be the second most successful
songwriter in pop history, after Paul McCartney. As a record producer he has worked
with the greats like Diana Ross and Barbara Streisand. He was friendly with the late
Michael Jackson and his 2021 album features country-style collaborations with Dolly
Parton and Kenny Rogers. Now without any of his brothers – Andy died in 1988,
Maurice in 2003 and Robin in 2012 – he recently told the New York Times “One day, like
my brothers, I will no longer be around, and I want the music to last.”

50s

Winklepickers – shoes with long, exaggeratedly-pointed toes
– are usually associated with the early rock ’n‘ roll era of the
1950s, although fans of the drape jackets, drainpipe jeans and
slicked-back hairstyles of the time probably didn’t realise that
they were actually reflecting a style that had its origins in the
Middle Ages. In the 15th century, shoes called ‘Cracows’ were
highly fashionable. Named after the Polish city of Krakow, they
had points so exaggerated that they could measure two feet
long and had to be tied to the wearers’ knees with ribbons! The
longer the points, the higher the status! 1950s winklepickers,
nicknamed because the ‘points’ were so sharp they could almost
be used as a replacement for pins when enjoying a seaside snack,
were the favoured style of many youth cults from the original
teddy boys to the punks and goths of subsequent decades. Girls
as well as boys wore winklepickers, although the girls’ styles often
combined highly-pointed toes with stiletto heels, making them
even more fatal to walk in. Girls risked getting their heels stuck
between paving-stones and gratings and wrenching their ankles.
Interestingly, other countries had different slang names for this
style of shoe – Scandinavians called them ‘mosquitochasers’ and in some US states they’re known
as ‘roach-stompers’!

Winklepickers are usually associated
with the early rock ’n‘ roll era of the
1950s, and were the choice of fans of
drape jackets, drainpipe jeans and
slicked-back hairstyles.

l

WINKLEPICKERS
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Florida-born Pat
Boone was a huge
star in both the
USA and Europe
in the late 1950s
and early 1960s.
He sold more than
45 million records,
starred in 12
Hollywood movies,
and was the second-most successful
recording artist in the world, after Elvis
Presley. At that time, his wholesome
image and boy-next-door good looks
contrasted with Elvis’s smouldering
and hip-swivelling, so he was seen as a
more suitable role model for American
teens. He even wrote a book of advice
for young people, Twixt Twelve and
Twenty, after recording a song of the
same name, in the early sixties.
Pat Boone’s records like April Love
and Love Letters in the Sand spent a
total of 220 weeks in the charts and
his films like State Fair and The Main
Attraction were highly successful, too.
Unlike other early rock ’n‘ rollers, Pat
Boone was seen as a non-threatening
teen idol. At 19, he had married his
high-school sweetheart, Shirley Lee
Foley. When asked to give a screen
co-star a passionate kiss, he told the
director he would need to ask his
wife’s permission! Pat and Shirley had
four daughters – Debby, Cherry, Lindy
and Laury – all of whom were singers.
Religion played an important part in
their lives. In the 1970s Pat released
both gospel and country albums. Pat
was always a great basketball fan –
both as a player and a team owner.
His wife Shirley died in 2019 and Pat
continues to live in California, where
he recently put his family home on the
market for $18 million.
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PAT BOONE

Portugal is the 11th largest home textile
exporter in the world. Towels, tablecloths and
sheets are produced here. And blankets! A
whole world of Portuguese blankets.
The most famous is the Burel blanket. Burel
is a resistant and durable fabric made from
100% sheeps wool and was traditionally used
to make warm blankets and shepherds capes.
A road trip through Portugal brought
us to the heart of the country and the
Serra da Estrela Mountain Range - the
birthplace of the Burel. Here the grass is
greener and the air is crisper and vast
numbers of sheep are grazing.
At the beginning of this century the
knowledge and culture of making the
Burel blanket was almost forgotten, the
weaving factories abandoned and most of
the old machines were standing still as
the world had been spinning too
fast for handcrafted textiles.

fresh colours and new designs was born.
My selection of Burels include colourful
variations of old patterns called vintage
1956 or vintage 1968 alongside those in
plain subtle colours.

Then in 2006, a Portuguese

But if it’s still too warm to consider a

couple from Lisbon fell in love

woollen blanket, my summer version is

with the breath-taking scenery

a lightweight cotton which comes in two

of the Serra. They bought and

patterns, two sizes and about twenty

revived one of the old weaving

different colours. The choice is yours.

factories, keeping the old
machines from the nineteenth century, and
installed a new generation of weavers who
had been taught by the elder loom masters.
Together with a generation of young
designers, a whole world of blankets with

HOMES: Rua das Lojas, Rua 5 de Outubro nº 68 .
FaSHiOn and accESSORiES: Rua José Fernandes Guerreiro, nº39
OPEn: Monday - Friday 10.00-13.00; 15.00-18.00; Saturday: 10.00-14.00
T: +351 964 222 612 inSTa: martina.loule / martina-loule.com
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An introduction to
taxes in Portugal
P O R T U G A L’ S 2 0 2 2 B U D G E T H A S F I N A L LY B E E N S I G N E D I N T O L AW ,
S O T H I S I S A G O O D T I M E T O P R O V I D E A S U M M A R Y O F TA X AT I O N
F O R T H O S E W H O A R E T H I N K I N G O F M O V I N G H E R E O R R E C E N T LY

Portuguese income taxes
If you are a resident in Portugal, your worldwide employment
earnings, pension, rental and most other income is calculated
across the whole year for your tax bill. For non-residents, only
income sourced from Portugal will be taxable here.
There are nine income bands for 2022, ranging from 14.5%
for income up to €7,116 to 45% for income over €48,033.
A key exception is investment income, such as interest,
shares, securities and bonds, which attracts a flat rate of 28%.
Portuguese residents can opt to pay tax at the scale rates
instead, if that works out cheaper for you.
This rate increases to 35% if the bank account or
investment is within a jurisdiction classed as a ‘tax haven’.
Taxes on capital gains in Portugal
One key change introduced as part of the 2022 Budget is that
short-term capital gains (ie gains derived from assets held
for less than one year) will be taxable as income. They will
be added to your other income for the year and taxed at the

Wealth tax on high-value property in Portugal
Portugal’s Adicional Imposto Municipal Sobre Imóveis (AIMI)
continues to apply to high-value property in Portugal. You are
only liable for this tax if your stake in the property is above
€600,000 and are only taxed on any amount above this figure.
Inheritance and gift tax
Inheritance tax in Portugal only applies to property and
assets inherited or gifted outside the direct family, at a
fixed 10%. This is another tax benefit of living in Portugal,
though UK nationals may well remain liable to UK
inheritance tax.
Ideally, you should seek specialist tax planning advice
before moving to Portugal to ensure you are fully aware of all
opportunities available to you.
However, even if you have already made Portugal your
home, taking advice and regularly reviewing your financial
planning will ensure everything is optimised for your goals
and family’s long-term security.

Tax rates, scope and reliefs may change. Any statements concerning
taxation are based upon our understanding of current taxation laws
and practices which are subject to change. Tax information has been
summarised; individuals should seek personalised advice.

T: 2 8 9 3 5 0 1 5 0 / E : p o r t u g a l @ b l ev i n s f r a n k s . c o m / W : b l ev i n s f r a n k s . c o m
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Non-habitual residence
One of the more tax-attractive incentives to move to
Portugal is the non-habitual residence (NHR) regime.
If you have not been resident here in the last five years,
you can apply for NHR at your local tax office and receive
an entire decade of tax relief.
Being registered as a non-habitual resident allows
you to take most of your foreign income, certain capital
gains, interest and dividends tax-free for your first ten
years in Portugal.
UK government service pensions and rental income will
remain taxable in the UK. Residents employed in ‘high
added value’ professions will also benefit from a flat income
tax rate of 20%.
Note that since 2020, for new applicants, the NHR regime
levies a flat 10% tax on foreign pension income, including
lump sum withdrawals – however, this still compares very
favourably to the usual income tax rates, particularly for
higher incomes.

scale rates above, if your income exceeds €75,009 in the year,
including these capital gains. Thankfully, this particular rule
will not be introduced until 1st January 2023.
This also applies to gains from tax havens, increasing the
rate from 35% to 48% (or up to 53% if the income is over
€250,000).
Life insurance policies will not specifically be affected by
these new measures, as you have the option to elect for a flat
28% tax on withdrawals.
The tax rules on capital gains are pretty generous for
Portuguese residents. Only half the revenue from the sale of
real estate is liable to tax, and you receive inflation relief after
owning the property two years. There are some exemptions,
so it is worth seeking financial advice from a tax specialist.
There is no capital gains tax on precious metals or digital
currencies. However, a series of transactions may suggest
that a seller is actively trading, causing the tax authority to
challenge.

ALGARVE P L U S

Worth knowing is that there were no major changes
made to the draft State budget released earlier this
year, and no significant tax reforms either, other
than to short-term capital gains.
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5 STAR CUSTOMER SERVICE REVIEWS

REMOVALS

• Weekly removal service to and from the
•
•
•

UK, Portugal and Malaga, Spain
Full or part packing and wrapping service
One box to full house removals
Villa to villa moves within the Algarve

STORAGE

• Storage warehouses located in the UK,
•
•

Algarve, Lisbon and Malaga, Spain
Fully insured, secure and alarmed
Storage available for long or short term

ONLINE FURNITURE SHOPPING

• Shop online with any furniture retailer and

have your items delivered the following week

• One/multiple items of furniture

SALES@ALGARVEREMOVALS.COM

WWW.ALGARVEREMOVALS.COM
DEPOTS IN ESSEX, ALGOZ, LISBON AND MALAGA, SPAIN UK 0044 (0) 1621 850070 ALGARVE 00351 289513851

Let’s talk currency
Albufeira
Bank of Portugal
registration

No. 7972

Sending money
to or from
Portugal?

Find out more at
currenciesdirect.com/pt
© Currencies Direct Ltd, One Canada Square, Canary
Wharf, London E14 5AA, United Kingdom. Registered in
England & Wales, No.: 03041197. Currencies Direct Ltd
is authorised by the Financial Conduct Authority as an
Electronic Money Institution under the Electronic Money
Regulations 2011. Our FCA Firm Reference number is
900669.

Excellent exchange rates
Award-winning service
24/7 payments online or by app

Urb. Parque da Corcovada
Rua Manuel Teixeira Gomes
Lote 51 Loja D
8200-664 Albufeira
+351 289 395 739
portugal@currenciesdirect.com

Scan here
for your
customised quote

Over 20 branches across 4 continents

Our EU services are provided by Currencies Direct Spain.
European services provided by Currencies Direct Spain
EDE S.L., Banco de España licence no. 6716. Licenced
to operate in Portugal Currencies Direct Spain EDE S.L.
sucursal em Portugal, Banco de Portugal licence no. 7972
© Currencies Direct Spain, E.D.E., S.L., Avenida del
Mediterráneo, 341, 04638 Mojácar, Almería, Spain.
Registered in the Commercial Registry of Almería under
the Spanish tax ID number B04897930. Currencies Direct
Spain, E.D.E., S.L. is authorised by the Bank of Spain as
an Electronic Money Institution under Law 21/2011 of 26
July and Royal Decree 778/2012 of 4 May. Our registration
number with the Bank of Spain is 6716.

PT18771EN

To find out more pop into our new office in Albufeira
and speak to one of our currency specialists

PT18714EN - Algarve Plus Ads v4.indd 1

21/7/22 11:04

ADVICE
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YOUR money

I have a couple of apartments here which are both
on long-term rentals. My managing agent has
asked for a higher fee due to increases in day-today costs effective immediately (I am not sure why
petrol prices affects the work he does for me). Can
I pass this cost on to my tenants?
It’s the rental contract that establishes the rights and
duties of the property owners, as well as the rights and
duties of the tenant. If your letting agent wants more
money for his services, unless this is part of your rental
contract, which is unlikely, you cannot pass the cost on.
A rental contract covers a certain period, usually a

I am still uncertain regarding the most sensible use
of credit and debit cards to get cash from an ATM
machine. I have bank accounts in the UK and here
(I am NHR) and take cash out once a month here to
pay for food bills, entertaining, etc.
It’s advisable that you check the rates with your bank to
see what is cheaper. Normally the rule is that if the bank
is in the same country where you are withdrawing the
funds at the ATM, you should use the debit card, but if
you are withdrawing money in a different country from
your bank, it may be cheaper to use the credit card.
Please note that, irrespective of your tax status in
Portugal (NHR or not), if you are tax resident you should
only worry about your income and not the monies you
withdraw. Portugal also doesn’t tax you in the monies
you remit here, just on income.
The only exception is if you are withdrawing funds
from a financial institution. That can be seen as capital
gain, dividend, or any other source of income. If you are
just withdrawing from a savings or current account,
this is not deemed as income.

E m a i l yo u r f i n a n c e q u e s t i o n s f o r R i c a r d o to m a r t i n @ a l g a r ve p l u s m a g a z i n e . c o m f o r
i n c l u s i o n i n t h e f i r s t av a i l a b l e i s s u e o f A l g a r ve P LU S .
To c o n s u l t d i r e c t l y w i t h R i c a rd o C h ave s , e m a i l r i c a r d o @ a l l f i n a n c e m a t t e r s . p t
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minimum duration of one year, and is renewed for a
minimum period of three years, unless another term
is stipulated in the contract.
To encourage landlords to make long-term contracts,
there are tax benefits. For instance, if the contract has a
duration of less than two years, the IRS rate on the rents
is 28%, decreasing to 26% if the term is from two to five
years, 23% if the term is from five to ten years, 14% if
the term is from ten to 20 years, and 10% if it is from 20
to 30 years.
Normally, rents (unless stipulated otherwise in the
contract) are updated based on the information that
The National Statistics Institute (INE) releases each
year. This annual coefficient, applicable to all types of
leases, is based on inflation and normally released in
September, using the values available until the end of
August of each year.
If you have any questions about your rental contract, it
is advisable that you seek legal advice with a solicitor.

ALGARVE P L U S

I am doing some consultancy work for a couple
of different companies who have marketing
needs. I gave them my day rate and both have
asked if I will reduce the amount if they pay me
in cash. Presumably there are some risks (for
me?) attached to this? What are they, and what
approach should I take?
You need to register your activity at the tax office and
with social security – even if a client company pays you
cash, this may be traceable and you should avoid any
risks. The Tax Authorities cross reference information
with banks and even online financial institutions, so
it’s better not to try to hide anything from them as this
could cost you a lot more money in the future.
During the years of the pandemic, those who
previously, and for many years, had failed to declare
their full earnings to the tax and social security were
the ones who could not have access to any grants, as
these are based on previous records.
My suggestion is to avoid any unnecessary risks – not
only the risk of a tax audit into your activity, but also the
risk of a tax audit into any of your clients. You should try
and be as tax efficient as possible, making sure you pay
the legal minimum.
Finally, if a client is not prepared to pay what you
regard as a fair fee, perhaps they are not valuing your
work correctly and you should consider spending your
time with those clients who do.
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R I C A R D O C H AV E S I S O N T H E P LU S T E A M A N D A N S W E R S
Y O U R Q U E S T I O N S O N T H E I S S U E S T H AT A F F E C T Y O U R
L I F E S T Y L E H E R E . T H I S M O N T H , W E L O O K AT T H E
I M P O R TA N C E O F R E S P E C T I N G TA X AT I O N R U L E S , P R O P E R T Y
R E N TA L C O N T R A C T S , A N D U S I N G AT M M A C H I N E S

GO MOVES

A family-run business based in the Algarve.
Full/part house removals with or without
pack and wrap service. Collection and delivery
service from any shop in the Algarve to your house.
No job is too big or small. We cover the Algarve, Portugal,
Spain, France and may consider other countries.
enquiries@gomoves.eu
913 318 990 | 913 206 015

GO MOVES

WE TRACK IT
AND STACK IT...
24/7 SECURE STORAGE

RECEIVING DEPOT

Inside for household goods
dry, alarmed and insured

For local businesses,
shop stock, renovations
& overseas movers

Outside for motor homes, boats
and caravans
Short or long term available

Notiﬁcation and
veriﬁcation of all goods
on reception

THEN
CHECK IT &
STORE IT!
T: 00 351 289 393 707 00 351 968 807 244
sales@algarveexpress.com
Oﬃce hours: Mon-Fri 9am - 5.30pm
in partnership with

NCI

NEW CONCEPT INTERNATIONAL

Armazém 1-3, Caminho Cerro do Galo, 8135-028 Almancil
Sitio dos Barrabes, 8150-016 São Brás

EXCHANGE
PLUS

The newcomer
at Number 10

The question over Northern Ireland protocol
As part of the agreed protocol, checks required for
goods entering into or going out of the Republic of
Ireland – which remains an EU country – are to take
place at the sea border into Northern Ireland rather
than the border between Northern Ireland and the
Republic. This solution aims to prevent stoking tensions
by establishing a land border.
However, the UK is attempting to override part of the
protocol – via the Northern Ireland Protocol Bill – so

Protecting your money from future volatility
Exchange rates are susceptible to all manner of external
factors. At Currencies Direct, two of our most popular
products in times of uncertain currency movements include
forward contracts and limit orders:
– A forward contract allows you to fix the current exchange
rate for up to a year, in return for a small deposit. You place
the contract when the rate is favourable, and even if the
currency deteriorates subsequently, your exchange rate will
stay the same.
– Limit orders involve setting a target exchange rate. If the
desired rate becomes available, we transact the exchange.
Either of these two products can help to save you money in
situations like the present.
Currencies Direct has over 20 offices and more than 500
currency experts around the world. In the Algarve it has
relocated to Albufeira (near the old bullring roundabout). If you
want to discuss your requirements or arrange a transfer, pop in
and have a chat with your dedicated Account Manager. You can
also move your money over the phone, or use the online service
and app to check live rates and make 24/7 transfers. Currencies
Direct is authorised to operate in the EU – and regulated by
a relevant EU authority. Additionally, Currencies Direct has
a five-star rating on online review platform Trustpilot, is a
multiple winner of the MoneyAge Money Transfer Provider of the
Year award and have been trusted by over 325,000 individuals
and businesses to move money abroad since 1996.

F o r m o r e d e t a i l e d i n f o r m a t i o n , p l e a s e c o n t a c t t h e l o c a l o f f i c e T: 2 8 9 3 9 5 7 3 9
o r r e g i s te r a t c u r r e n c i e s d i r e c t . c o m /p o r t u g a l to g e t r e g u l a r u p d a te s o n t h e c u r r e n c y m a r ke t s ,
(u s e A l g a r ve P LU S m a g a z i n e a s t h e r e f e r e n c e) .
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Focusing on the UK in particular,
recent political developments which have
profoundly affected the pound include ‘Partygate’ and the
recent slew of resignations culminating with Boris Johnson
leaving office. Support for Sterling was somewhat revived
following Boris Johnson’s resignation, as the event put an
end to months of speculation over the PM’s future.
With near-term uncertainty removed, the pound
was able to recover some of its losses; uncertainty
remained, however, over who the next leader of the
country may be when the final votes are counted.
Eight Conservative MPs made it onto the initial
leadership ballot, including Kemi Badenoch, Suella
Braverman, Jeremy Hunt, Penny Mordaunt, Rishi
Sunak, Liz Truss, Tom Tugendhat and Nadhim Zahawi.
At the time of writing, two candidates remain – Rishi
Sunak and Liz Truss. If Sunak wins the vote, he has
vowed to restore “traditional Conservative economic
values”, indicating that taming inflation is his priority
rather than supporting struggling households. This
approach could inspire volatility in the Pound if the
cost-of-living crisis worsens.
On the other hand, Truss’s “low tax, low regulation”
approach, while appeasing households and businesses,
could heighten fears that inflation will become entrenched.
Supporting consumers to spend may boost the economy
but the long-term impact remains unclear.

that goods entering into Northern Ireland which are not
intended to travel onwards aren’t required to undergo
checks. In response, the European Commission has
threatened the UK with legal action.
This issue will be inherited by the next Prime Minister. As
Foreign Secretary, Liz Truss launched the Northern Ireland
Protocol Bill and is likely to see it through, potentially
stoking tensions between the UK and the EU which would
likely reflect negatively on Sterling. Meanwhile, Rishi
Sunak has struck a more measured tone, commenting that
although the NI protocol poses challenges, the government
would prefer a negotiated settlement with the EU. If Sunak
wins the leadership contest, a less antagonistic approach to
the issue may be welcomed by GBP investors.

ALGARVE P L U S

T

HE SPECULATION over the future of
Boris Johnson’s scandal-hit government
has infused considerable volatility into
the pound-euro exchange rate over the
past several months.
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J OS É A LM E I DA LO O K S AT H OW U K
P O LITI C A L D E V ELO P M ENTS CO U L D
I M PAC T YO U R G B P/ EU R TR A N S FER S I N
TH E S ECO N D H A L F O F 2 02 2

LET’S GET TO THE POINT...
Are you getting the best graphic and design services for your
company? Does your website, reflect your presentation brochure,
business card, and other brand collateral? do the images and
words used in it, convey what you offer clearly, so that new clients
understand and want to engage your company’s services?
Designworks offer efficient services and solid strategies. If you’d
like to experience something better, call 917 203 850.

design@suzisteinhofel.com
www.designworks.com.pt

DATELINE
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THE agenda


T H I S M O N T H ’ S S P E C I A L S E L E C T I O N O F T H I N G S WO R T H S E E I N G

A R T

O GRINGO

FIVE ART
WORKSHOPS

ArtCatto at the Conrad Algarve
Gallery 289 419 447
info@artcatto.com
artcatto.com
New exhibition,
opens September

Figs on the Funcho,
Pedreiras
912 595 539
cheryl@figsonthefuncho.com
figsonthefuncho.com/
painting-lessons-in-thealgarve
18-22 August

True Love 2, mixed media on
ceramic tiles, 165 x 120cm

CATARINA ROSA
GAMA RAMA Gallery
Rua do Prior 13, Faro
961 371 891
gamaramagallery@gmail.com
gama-rama.com
On until 1 October
See the Faro artist’s works on
paper, screen and video, with an
installation in co-authorship with
the digital and sound artist,
Miguel Neto.


PEDRO
RODRIGUEZ

Tavira d’Artes, Tavira
962 012 111
taviradartes@gmail.com
taviradartes.com
A Spanish artist specialising in
cityscapes. New collection in gallery,
100 x 100cm, acrylic on board.

PHOTOGRAPHY EXHIBITION
Algarve Photographers’ Group
Museu do Traje, São Brás, 966 329 073
admin@amigosdomuseu.com, 30 September, 17:00
Working with Hands is the title of the latest show of work of the
members of this group, and at the opening night you get to vote
for your favourite image. Finger food, bar available.

IF YOU HAVE ANYTHING YOU WOULD LIKE TO SHARE EMAIL susi@rogol-goodkind.com

ALGARVE P L U S
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A series of painting lessons
with Tracy-Jane Pooler
designed to help you
develop your painting skills.
Suitable for both beginner
and advanced artists. For
session subject matter,
see the website. Also, 2425 September, Botanical
Watercolour Painting led
by art tutor, Toni Dade, who
recently received a gold
medal at The RHS Botanical
Art & Photography Show at
the Saatchi Gallery.
figsonthefuncho.com/
botanical-painting-holiday

DATELINE
PLUS

THE agenda
ALGARVE
MOTOWN
Museu do Traje
São Brás
966 329 073
admin@amigosdomuseu.com
11 September, 19:00
Tickets €12 booked via
algarvemotown.com or
€15 at the door
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Amigos de
Música
Os Agostos
Sta. Bárbara de Nexe
reservasconcertos@gmail.com
amigosdemusica.org
20 and 22 September
Doors open at 18:00,
canapes and refreshments
will be served and concerts
will start at 19:00.
€30pp payable in advance by
bank transfer – see website
Pianist Katya Apekisheva,
Co-Artistic Director of the
London Piano Festival and
Professor of Piano at the
Guildhall School of Music and
Drama, and violinist/composer
Pavel Fischer, from the Czech
Republic, will play works by
Bach, Telemann, Mozart, Paert,
Prokofiev, Debussy, Ravel and
Gershwin on the 20th, and
Beethoven, Brahms, Mozart,
Chopin and Smetana
on the 22nd.

Althea is back by popular
demand for a night of
Motown classics, guaranteed
to get feet tapping and hips
swaying. Beer and wine quick
service bar; food available.

CHECK OUT
THE CONCERT
PROGRAMMES
PLANNED AT
LOULÉ: cineteatro.cm-loule.pt
TAVIRA: fadocomhistoria.com
FARO: teatrolethes.com
teatrodasfiguras.pt

República 14, Olhão
Reservas@re-criativarepublica14.pt
Email for ticket prices, and to book.
10 September, 21:00
Emmy Curl is the alter ego
of Catarina Miranda, born
in Trás-os-Montes at the
dawn of the 90s. An artist
linked to music and the
visual arts who carries with
her memories of the region
where she was born, and
also the experiences gained
across the years, translated
into music made of dreams
and challenges. 15 Years is the
name of her new work, which
will tour the entire country.

17 September, 21:00
Gonçalo Neto’s new album,
Roots, was recorded in
Amsterdam and will be
released on 11 September.
The music bridges jazz,
surf rock, improvisation and
folk/country.
Joining the guitarist
are João Mortágua on
alto saxophone, Hristo
Goleminov on tenor
saxophone, Nelson Cascais
on double bass and João
Guerra on drums.

PLASTICINE
Jazz Club
Museu do Traje
São Brás
966 329 073
admin@amigosdomuseu.com
18 September, 17:00
Tickets: €12 (Amigos €10)
A fusion/world music band
that defies sonic boundaries,
they transgress genres by
combining progressive rock,
funk, jazz and soul elements
and cross geographical borders
by injecting afro-beats, Latin
and oriental influences into
their sound.
The band, formed in 2018,
despite the two-year pandemic
break have accomplished

several important milestones
while performing throughout
Portugal. They were nominated
for the Best Instrumental
performance and People’s
Choice at IPMA Awards 2021,
won the Marginália Battle of
the Bands in 2019, and were
selected for a Showcase in
South Music’s first edition.
Recently, they came out

with a new theme about the
climate crisis in collaboration
with João Frade, Sickonce
and Perigo Público.
In addition to that, the
band appeared at MED
Festival 22 in Loulé, and will
be releasing a new album,
The Most Beautiful Skies, at
the end of this month, on
30 September.

IF YOU HAVE ANYTHING YOU WOULD LIKE TO SHARE EMAIL susi@rogol-goodkind.com

www.
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W E D D I N G ,

FA M I LY,

LOULÉ
WHITE NIGHT
Loulé Câmara has
confirmed that this event
will not be staged this year,
but will return in all
its glory at the end of
August 2023.
E X P E R I E NCE S

HEALTH
SCREENING
Mar Shopping, Loulé
Next to HPA Pharmacy
and Clinic
24 and 25 September,
11:00–19:00
Mar Shopping continues
to provide free health
screenings every month.
In September, Farmácia
Silveira will be responsible
for monitoring blood
pressure and blood
glucose, with a view to
early detection of health
conditions such as diabetes
and high blood pressure,
which may be associated
with causing major
complications such as heart
failure, stroke, myocardial
infarction, kidney failure,
gradual loss of vision and
sclerosis of the arteries.

BIRDWATCHING
& NATURE
ACTIVITIES
FESTIVAL
Sagres, 1-5 October
The biggest nature
event in Portugal is back!
There’s a range of offers
this year: field trips, boat
tours, workshops, talks,
environmental education
activities, bird ringing
sessions, hikes, photography
courses, historythemed guided tours or
dolphin-watching. Visit
birdwatchingsagres.com
for updates.

OKTOBERFEST
VILA VITA Biergarten
Porches
28 September to 9 October
282 381 177
biergarten@vilavitaparc.
com
Tasty Bavarian food, lots of
good humour, an oompa
band and beer... lots of
beer. Oktoberfest is a really
popular event in the Algarve,
so reserving your table in
advance is advised.
VILA VITA Parc is
celebrating 30 years of
fabulous hospitality with
a great range of events
and parties to mark the
occasion.

GRAPE HARVEST
AT QUINTA DA TOR
Loulé Criativo
Quinta da Tor
968 427 274
geral@quintadator.com
A Loulé Criativo initiative,
the programme includes
welcome and introduction;
harvest: picking the grapes;
treading the grapes; buffet
lunch with wine tasting; time
by the pool.

AWAKENING
OF LIMITLESS
CREATIVITY
Loulé Design Lab
Palácio Gama Lobo
289 400 879
info@louledesignlab.pt
louledesignlab.pt
10 September
Wesley Sacardi hosts
this workshop in which
participants will explore how
to re-use discarded wool
and create new products.
Email to find out more, but
knowing Wesley’s work,
this will be fascinating for
anyone keen on developing
handcraft skills.

Garrett

Walsh

+351 919 259 769

P O R T R A I T

LAST WORD
PLUS

AND

finally
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A SERIOUS BIT OF PONDERING HERE FROM
A N T H O N Y M A R T I N . S H O U L D H E TA K E U P A N Y L O C A L
V O T I N G R I G H T S A N D G E T A S AY I N H O W T H I N G S A R E
D O N E ? W I L L H I S O P I N I O N R E A L LY C O U N T O N E WAY O R
T H E O T H E R W H E N I T C O M E S T O H AV I N G A N E W D R I V E ?

W

HEN I lived in the UK I used
to get annoyed when someone
would proudly admit that they
never bother to vote, but they
continue to rant and rave about
some governmental edict or the
stance of a particular politician.
However, only last week I found
myself doing exactly the same thing, complaining that
the Câmara, when re-surfacing the road, stopped ten
metres from the bottom of my track and refused to
go further. At the time I pleaded with the contractors
to go the extra distance – after all I was only asking
for another ten metres added on to a total of three
kilometres. The head honcho of the
surfacing team made a call to his
superior and the answer was a firm
no, and the machinery stopped
at the gates of my Portuguese
neighbour. I imagine that the
phone call was taken by a bod at
a computer who punched in my
address, saw that I was not on the
electoral roll and thought bugger
that, we don’t need to please him,
he’s not going to vote us back in.
Now, I am not a particularly
politically minded person, but as I
have had a house here for 35 years
and been living here full-time for
the past 13, I now consider this
corner of the world to be my home
and have therefore decided that
I should take a greater interest
in, or at least try to understand,
the politics of Portugal. And
referencing the above, it would also be in my interest
to do something that I should have done years ago, and
register to vote. Not being a citizen, I can’t have a say in
State elections but I can at local level.
Taking a straw poll among my fellow immigrants
as to whether they are registered to vote produced no
surprises. A few ‘What’s!’ Some ‘why should I’s?’ and a
lot of ‘but I’m English/Dutch/German/French’.
With the foreign population of Albufeira standing at
36%, it makes me realise that quite possibly many of us
immigrants really are ‘only here for the beer’ and are

quite happy to allow apathy to reign supreme.
If we ‘foreigners’ had a voting voice then the powersthat-be might listen. Perhaps we would get our longawaited biometric cards and our replacement driving
licences, and I would have tarmac leading to my house
instead of having to wash the car three times a week.
On the subject of voting and choices to be made, I
read this week that America (where else) is about to
launch a new dating app, ‘The Right Stuff’. This is for
like-minded Conservative thinkers but not open to all
comers – you have to be invited by an existing member.
Presumably one that has to be previously vetted by
a suitably right-wing, racist member of the National
Rifle Association. The pre-publicity is being fronted
by Ryann McEnery, sister of former
President Trump’s press secretary.
She proudly boasts that it is for
Ladies and Gentlemen – no woke
pronouns allowed here. Members
will have to identify as heterosexual
men or women but, they say, this may
change in the future. I can imagine
some of the entry membership
questions.
Do you own less than five
guns, more than five guns? Tick
appropriate box. Did any of your
friends take part in the raid on the
Capitol Building? Tick ‘yes’ or ‘was
at a Ku Klux Klan meeting’. Have
you ever taken part in a Gay Pride
March? If yes, tear up this form. Do
you think Democrats should be shot
or hung? Do you agree that President
Trump is (1) a very stable genius (2)
a genius of Einstein proportions (3)
the leading intellectual of his era. Tick one box only.
Do you agree that anyone found guilty of removing top
secret documents and taking them home should be
regarded as a patriot? Tick ‘yes’ or ‘right on bro’.
As I am all for freedom of speech, the idea of
compartmentalised dating apps is not a bad thing, and
will probably, in time, expand. We already have Tinder
and Grinder and I’m toying with the idea of Brassica,
a dating app for people who don’t like sprouts. Don’t
laugh, for when you look at what’s already out there I
could well make a fortune.

The Right Stuff:
does one have to
be invited by a
racist member of
the National Rifle
Association?

